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INTRODUCTION
An Approach to the Study o f Problem -Solving
A  science o f human behavior would be incom plete w ithout an understand­
ing of p rob lem -so lv ing . But in a world that is marked by a w ealth  o f inadequately  
solved and unsolved personal, social and sc ien tific  problems, such an understand­
ing becomes im p era tive . A t the same tim e , it is im portant that psychologists 
begin to develop methods for m axim izing the employment o f human capacities for 
such b e h a v io r.
O ne approach that researchers can take in investigating problem -solving  
behavior is that o f exploring the patterns (Restle, 1962) or sequences o f responses 
made by humans who are presented w ith problem -solving situations. Such patterns 
have been c a lle d  strategies (Corts, 1966; Bruner, Goodnow & A ustin , 1956; 
Bruner, e t a L ,  1966; Restle, 1962). They also have been described by investi­
gators as work methods (Ruger, 1910; Sargent, 1940; Seashore, 1939), sets 
(Ammons &  Ammons, 1959a; Ammons & Ammons, 1959b; Seashore, 1939) and  
hypotheses (Ammons & Ammons, 1959a; Ammons &  Ammons, 1959b; Rhine, 1959).
The investigation o f strategies in problem -solving would seem to be a 
p o te n tia lly  useful way in which to study complex behav io r. A lre a d y , for exam ple, 
strategies have been id en tified  in performance of a w ide v a rie ty  o f tasks, from the 
re la tiv e ly  simple stylus m aze (Husband, 1931; W arden, 1924) and paired-associat^  
(Bugelski, 1962; M a rt in , Boersman & C ox, 1965) situations to the most complex
behaviors. Among the la tte r have been 3 -cho ice  discrim ination tasks (Odom ,
1967; W e ir , 1964), V igotski blocks (Johnson, 1944) and concept atta inm ent 
tasks (Bruner, Goodnow & A ustin , 1956; Bruner, et a L ,  1966) as w ell as such 
problem -solving situations as construction (D urk in , 1937) and m echanical (Ruger, 
1910) puzzles and m ultip le  (Ammons & Ammons, 1959a; Ammons & Ammons,
1959b; Corts, 1966) and s ing le-so lu tion  (Rhine, 1959; Sargent, 1940) anagrams. 
Use of strategies has also been found to v a ryas  a function o f such id e n tifia b le  para­
meters as age (Mosher &  Hornsby, 1966; Odom , 1967; W e ir , 1964), in te llig en ce  
(Klausm eier & Loughlin, 1961; W arden, 1924), problem -solving a b il ity  (Rhine, 
1959) and socioeconomic class (O dom , 1967).
But, i t  is another series o f findings which perhaps most points up the valu$  
o f studying strategies in prob lem -so lv ing . This group of results, obtained from 
work w ith simple and complex tasks, indicates that success a t many tasks is 
dependent on both the number (Corts, 1966) and the kinds o f strategies used 
(Bruner, Goodnow & A ustin , 1956; Bruner,| et a l 1966;  Husband, 1931;
O dom , 1967; Rhine, 1959; Ruger, 1910; Seashore, 1939; W arden, 1924; W e ir, 
1964). Warden (1 924 ), for exam ple , found that Ss who re ly  on verb a liza tio n  
learn a stylus maze more q u ick ly  than those who use motor cues. Rhine (1 9 5 9 ), 
in his work w ith single solution anagrams, also noted the importance o f type o f 
strategies when he reported that Sswho use "part" hypotheses are the on ly  Ss 
who solve d iffic u lt problems. For Rhine, as for Sargent (1 9 4 0 ), the part hypotheses 
are ones by which tria l and error manipulations of letters are  m ade. They are also
ones which can be contrasted to the "w hole" approaches, by which letters are read  
and looked a t ,  w ith  no attem pt apparently  made to form syllables or com binations.
The reported relationships between strategy and performance suggest that 
the exploration of strategies can lead to a better understanding o f characteristics  
o f successful and unsuccessful problem -solving behavio r. They also ind icate  that 
perhaps human problem -solving behavior can be made more e ffec tive  by the 
developm ent o f techniques by which Ss can acquire  unfam iliar but p o ten tia lly  
highly  useful strateg ies.
As one step, then, toward the understanding and development of te c h ­
niques for the m odification  o f problem -solving strategies, a series o f five  e x p e ri­
ments have been conducted.
The Developm ent o f a Procedure by which Ss Adopt an U n fam ilia r Strategy
The first four studies were designed to deal w ith one basic problem , the 
developm ent o f a procedure by which Ss would be led to adopt and use e ff ic ie n tly  
a new ly presented strategy. M ateria ls  such as a problem -solving task, strategies 
and specific sets o f problems also had to be selected or developed. The fifth
study, the thesis experim ent proper, used a m odified version o f the procedure and,
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in ad d itio n , investigated several questions suggested by data obtained in Studies 1 
through 4 .
The problem -solving task .— A ll five  studies used the Standard Anagram  
Task (SAT) as the problem -solving situation (Ammons & Ammons, 1959a; Ammons
4
& Ammons, 1 9 5 9 b ). This is a task, developed and described in detail by Ammons 
and Ammons (1959a ), for the systematic study o f problem -solving, in which Ss are  
presented w ith m u ltip le -so lu tion  anagram problems. A  problem consists o f a set o f 
letters (basic le tte r com bination w ith which each S ‘is instructed to construct as 
many words (solutions) as possible, using any or a ll o f the le tters . A S, however, 
may use each le tte r on ly  once in each word that he constructs.
The SAT is a task appropriate for the experim ental study o f complex 
problem -solving behavior since it has been shown to be sim ilar in many respects to 
" re a l- l ife "  problem situations (Ammons & Ammons, 1959b). For exam ple, Ss 
genera lly  find  the task h igh ly  m o tiva tin g . The SAT also has the advantage o f 
ease of m anipulation o f variables important in most forms o f problem -solving
V
(Ammons & Ammons, 1959a), such as the o b jective  control of the s im ila rity  and  
d iffic u lty  o f problems which can easily  be ach ieved .
The SAT is p a rtic u la rly  useful for the study o f strategy acquisition or 
m o d ifica tio n . This became apparent during prelim inary planning stages o f the 
present research when it  was noted that there were many known SAT strategies, 
strategies which had a lread y  been com piled by Corts (1966) in the form o f a 
4 1 -ite m  SAT s tra te g y -c h e c k lis t. It v/as especia lly  important that many of these 
strategies perm itted the developm ent and use o f o b jec tive  indices, a prime 
requisite for the ir systematic study. The importance o f a v a ila b il ity  of o b jective  
indices seems esp ec ia lly  great in ligh t o f the many broad and often vague d e fin i­
tions o f strategies and work methods which have come to be used by d ifferent
investigators . Among such definitions are those of Seashore (1 9 3 9 ), Durkin  
(1 937 ), Sargent (1940) and Rhine (1 9 5 9 ). For Seashore, for exam ple , work 
methods include "any varia tio n  in set, a ttitu d e , approach, tr ic k  o f the trade, 
adjustment mechanism " (p . 124 ). D urk in , in investigating three basic 
"modes o f a t ta c k ,"  d ifferentiates among tria l and error, insight, and gradual 
analysis; and Sargent and Rhine speak in terms o f whole and part methods or 
hypotheses.
The m ultip le-so lu tion  anagram task strategies summarized by Corts 
(1966) were classified roughly into three categories; (1 ) strategies invo lv ing  
the m anipulation o f letters or m anipulation o f sounds, (2 ) strategies invo lv ing  
whole word approaches (such as changing the tense p f verb solutions), and  
(3) more general strategies (such as concentrating on the basic le tte r com bination  
(BLC) until the "solutions come spontaneously" (Corts, 1966, A ppend ix) ) .
From category 2 ,  two strategies were selected and used in the present 
fiv e  studies; (1) constructing solutions that begin w ith a consonant which is 
fo llow ed  by a pair of vowels and another consonant (C V V C ), and (2 ) constructing  
solutions that begin w ith two consonants (C C ) . Each o f these obviously task - 
specific  strategies easily met the primary criterion  of a llo w in g  for the developm ent 
o f ob jective  indices o f strategy use. They also had proven to be ones for which  
problems could be s p e c ific a lly  created for which a considerable number o f appropri­
a te  solutions could be made a v a ila b le . The need for such s p e c ific a lly  created  
problems had become apparent when it was found that neither the E, nor an y  o f 16
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pilot_Ss tak ing  part in a prelim inary study, could construct more than six solutions 
per problem w ith any o f four strategies selected from Corts' checklis t and many 
a lread y  a v a ila b le  problems.
The problems used in studies 1 through 4 and the thesis experim ent were 
two sets o f five  sp ec ifica lly  designed anagrams, w ith  one set appropriate w ith  use 
o f strategy 1 ( C W C )  and the other w ith  use of strategy 2 (C C ). For set 1, a 
mean of 3 0 .2  solutions (s tra tegy-re levan t solutions) per problem have been cons­
tructed w ith the use o f the C W C  strategy by a t  least one S (in  any o f the five  
studies) or the E . For set 2 , the mean number o f solutions (s tra tegy-re levan t 
solutions) per problem constructed by a t least one 5 (in any o f the five  studies) 
or the E has been 2 7 .6 .  A  th ird  set o f problems, appropriate to the specific  
strategy o f constructing solutions by adding a single consonant to small solutions 
beginning w ith  a vowel was also constructed. As y e t, how ever, it  has not been 
used in  any of the five  experiments conducted.
Studies 1 -  4 .— A  b rie f look a t  the results obtained w ith the first four 
o f the five  studies conducted indicates that the m aterials developed for the study 
o f strategy m odification  were satisfactory. In ad d itio n , the findings suggested 
that it  would be w ell worth exploring a great m any d iffe ren t kinds o f problems 
w ith the m aterials a t hand. H ow ever, they also ind icated  that the goal o f 
developing a procedure by which Ss adopt and e ff ic ie n tly  use an unfam iliar  
strategy was an unexpectedly d iff ic u lt  one to a t ta in . This can be seen in the 
more d e ta iled  reports o f the problems and results o f studies 1 to 4  which now fo llo w .
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Study 1 attem pted to determine I f  Ss not s p e c ific a lly  instructed to work 
w ith a particu lar task-specific  strategy could learn to use it  by working 10 minutes 
on each o f five  problems, in which many specific solutions could be constructed 
using this strategy (C W C  o r C C ) .  Ten-m inute work periods were selected since 
Corts (1966) had previously w ritten  that use o f tria ls  longer than five  or six 
minutes would force Ss presented w ith m u ltip le -so lu tion  anagrams to work beyond 
the tim e when solutions came ready to them . Furthermore, b rie f work that the 
present E conducted w ith one p ilo t S had suggested that it was not very easy to 
construct many C W C  or CC solutions. It was thought, therefore, that SsNWorking 
beyond the time when "easy" solutions were a v a ila b le  might be more lik e ly  to 
come upon the C W C  or CC solutions.
In Study 1, 24  co lleg e  students working in d iv id u a lly  in groups o f three to 
eight solved one o f two sets o f fiv e  sp ec ia lly  constructed problems which were 
presented in counterbalanced order. It was found that almost a ll  the solutions 
specific to the strategies being studied (s trategy-re levant solutions) were construc­
ted by one or more Ss. How ever, a mean number o f less than h a lf the possible 
stra tegy-re levan t solutions (ss) was constructed to each problem . There was no 
consisten increase w ith practice  in solutions appropriate to the strategy. These 
findings suggested that the Ssdid not use the strategies for which the sets o f 
problems had been developed .
This hypothesis was supported by a careful inspection o f the S worksheets, 
which were made in an attem pt to understand why so few  ss were constructed. An
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average o f 43%  of the solutions constructed for a ll o f  the C W C  problems and an 
average o f 56%  o f those for a ll C C  problems were short (three letters or less). It 
was also found that many o f the solutions constructed began w ith a consonant 
fo llow ed by a vowel and then another consonant (C VC  p a tte rn ). An average o f 
52%  o f the solutions constructed for a ll  o f the C W C  problems and 55%  o f those 
for a ll the C C  problems were o f this C V C  pattern and thus d iffered from the strategy  
re levant C W C  or CC solutions.
A n  exam ination was then made o f a ll  o f the worksheets for the 24 Ss for one 
problem and about 60%  o f the_Ss for each o f the other problem s. This was done in 
an attem pt to determ ine the conditions under w hich solutions four letters or more in 
length , and in particu lar ss, (a ll C W C  ss and the great m ajority  of C C  (9 5 .7 % )  
ss are a t least four letters in length) were constructed.
Inspection o f the data ind ica ted  that solutions consisting o f four or more 
letters appeared to have been constructed most often when certa in  stimulus cond i­
tions were present in the orig inal problem . A solution seemed to have a maximum  
probab ility  o f being constructed when its component letters were found very  near 
each other and in the same order in the problem its e lf (BLC). The construction of 
solutions a t least four letters in length appeared to be associated with_S's use of par­
tic u la r response patterns. Among these were various directional patterns. The 
direction o f the scanning pattern in forming a particu lar solution, for exam ple, 
m axim ized the possibility of constructing a p articu lar solution as the next so lution. 
The last le tte r o f a solution often appeared to a ffe c t the construction of the n e x t. In
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some cases, it was e v id e n t, the last le tte r became the first le tter and in others, the 
last le tter apparently  led to a backward scanning pattern in  the solution just construc­
te d . There also were general forward and backward patterns o f movement in the 
selection o f letters w ith in  the problem, w ith the selection of consecutive consonants 
o f the problem placed a t the beginning o f a "root" group o f le tters . The ss and  
other long solutions also were constructed when build ing from previous solutions was 
possible, as in rhym ing, adding to common solutions, and changing vowel sounds. 
There was less opportunity for the in fluence o f such rhyming and change in sound res­
ponses in the construction o f  CC ss. In summary, these data gathered through the 
inspection o f the w ork-sheets suggested that strategies o f constructing short solutions 
and C V C  solutions were used and that ss were often simply solutions constructed  
in c id e n ta lly  during 5_'s use o f such strategies as rhyming and  making le tte r substi­
tutions and d irectional movements.
The next step in the search for a method for the m odification  of specific  
strategy behavior was taken in Study 2 .  This experim ent attem pted to determ ine i f  
the number o f appropriate solutions found by Ss instructed to use a task-specific  
strategy (C V V  or C C ), when its successful u tiliz a tio n  was re in forced , would 
increase on successive problems. Twenty Ss, working in d iv id u a lly  in groups o f six 
to n in e , were instructed to use one o f two strategies ( C W C  or C C ) as much as 
possible in constructing solutions to the appropriate group of fiv e  10-m inute  
problems. They also received knowledge o f results as w e ll as d iffe ren tia l point 
reward a fter each problem through a self-scoring technique by which ss were 
given ten points and non-ss, one p o in t. D iffe ren tia l point reward, it was hoped,
in add ition  to making task requirements ev ident (Ammons, 1956), would increase 
m otivation (Ammons, 1956) for the adoption o f the new strategy and promote the
t
construction of increasing numbers o f ss. It was found that: almost a ll o f the 
possible ss were constructed by one or more Ss; the mean number o f ss per problem 
was greater than in Study 1; a mean o f less than ha lf of the possible ss was con­
structed to each problem; no systematic change w ith practice was found in the 
number o f ss constructed.
A dd itio n a l data regarding strategies used and errors made were also 
obtained and suggested several questions and problems that should be further 
exp lo red . These da ta , consisting o f answers to several questions presented to the 
students im m ediate ly  a fte r they had served as Ss, indicated that there were two 
basic ve rb a lizab le  strategies, besides working w ith the le tter combinations (C W C  
or C C ), which were most frequently reported as being used. They were rhyming  
and constructing short, simple words, two strategies whose use had been inferred to 
be frequent in Study 1 . This finding is an interesting and p o te n tia lly  important 
one since it suggests that strategies or classes o f strategies can be classified along  
various dimensions o f s im ila r ity . O ne possible dimension re levan t to strategies of 
rhyming and constructing short, simple words is amount of m anipulation that must 
be made w ith  a strategy in constructing a so lu tion .
O ther results from the exploratory analysis o f the errors made in Study 2 , 
as w ell as those in the prior study (Study 1), can perhaps also lead to a greater 
understanding o f strategy characteristics and d ifferences. It was found that:
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(1 ) many more errors were made w ith the C W C  problems than the CC problems 
(Study 1; 367%  more errors(CVVC = 4 2 , CC = 9 ); Study 2 ; 185% more errors
( C W C  *  5 7 , CC = 2 0 ), (2) most o f the errors (Study 1; 67%  of the total number 
o f errors; Study 2t  65%  of the total number o f errors) made w ith the C W C  
problems fe ll into two out o f ten possible classes o f errors, spelling errors and repe­
titions, (3) inspection o f the data suggested that these errors were apparently  
frequently  caused by a hasty use o f rhyming or sounding out techniques, two 
strategies which were used more often by Ss working on C W C  problems than CC  
problems. The data were in terpreted as supporting the hypothesis that the occur­
rence o f particu lar classes o f errors is made lik e ly  by the use o f particu lar 
strategi es.
The next experim ent, Study 3 , attem pted to determ ine if  even Ss presented 
w ith an in cen tive  for performing w ell would adopt and use e ffic ie n tly  an e ffec tive  
strategy c a lle d  to their a tte n tio n . This question, was im portant, since neither Ss 
le ft  to discover the most e ffe c tiv e  strategy themselves (Study 1), nor Ss given  
d iffe re n tia l-p o in t incentives for use of a strategy (Study 2 )  had shown any consis­
tent increase in its use over a series of problems. In Study 3 , therefore, 26 
college students tested 7 to 10 .. a t a tim e, worked for e ither 5 (7 Ss), 10 (10 Ss), 
or 15 (8 Ss) minutes on each o f five  problems w ith which they had been instructed to 
use e ither the C W C  or CC strategy as much as possible. F ive -m inu te  work periods 
were selected for use in hope that practice  effects m ight become evident w ith work 
periods shorter in tim e than 10 m inutes. F ifteen -m inu te  work periods were used w ith
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other Ss since it  was thought that Ss might become more sk illed  in strategy use w ith  
a greater amount of practice on each problem . Ss scored their performance a fter  
the time lim it on each problem had been reached, w ith each s tra tegy-re levan t 
solution receiv ing  10 points and each non-stra tegy-re levant solution, one p o in t.
This time groups were to ld  that individuals could leave the experim ent ea rly  by 
ach iev in g  a high score two times in a ro w . A  s ta tis tica lly  s ign ifican t increase in 
the number of ss was found for one ( C W C )  of the two strategies suggested to the Ss.
Increases in production o f ss, ranging from 36% to 100% , were found w ith  
three (BLCs, AFRILSTE, BDAEROM N^ LOMASETR) of the five  C W C  10-m inute  
problems when the performance of Ss (3) on the first problem on which they worked 
was compared w ith  the performance o f Ss (3) solving the corresponding problems as 
, the ir fifth  or last problem . The numbers of ss constructed to these three problems 
when presented as problem 1 were combined and then compared to the numbers of 
ss constructed to the same problems when presented as problem 5 .  Results o f a 
random ization test for two independent samples (S iege l, 1965, p p . 1 52 -156 )  
revea led  that the mean number o f ss constructed to problems presented in position 5 
(1 5 .0 )  was s ig n ifican tly  larger (p < .0 1 )  than the mean number constructed to 
problems presented in position 1 ( 9 .7 ) .  The apparent increase in strategy use was 
also found w ith  three (BLCs, APDILENR,, LOMASETR,, M IE D A L N H ) of the five  C W C  
problems on which Ss worked f iv e  minutes (- t4 0 % , + 1 3 3 % , + 6 0 0 % ) .  A g a in , 
data to the three problems presented as the first problem on which Ss (3 ) worked 
were compared to the data to the same problems when presented as the fifth  problem
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w hich Ss (3 ) so lved. Results from a random ization test for two independent samples 
(S ieg e l, 1956, p p . 152-156 ) ind icated  that the mean number of ss constructed to 
problems presented in position 5 (9 .0 )  was s ig n ifican tly  greater (p < .0 5 )  than 
the mean number constructed to problems presented in position 1 (4 .3 ) .  For the 
two other problems on which Ss worked five  m inutes, as w ell as for a ll the problems 
on which Ss worked 15 m inutes, data were not a v a ila b le  for a ll of the five  positions 
in which a p articu lar problem could be presented. This was due to the fac t that 
a total o f nine Ss in these conditions ach ieved  the required high scores and le ft 
the experim ent before a ll  five  problems had been presented. It now appeared  
that w ith further m odification  of m otivational procedure, most Ss might reasonably 
be expected to adopt and learn to use e ffe c tiv e ly  a strategy suggested to th em .
Study 4 .  It had been found that some o f the Ss , offered an incentive  
for ach iev in g  high scores (Study 3 ) c le a r ly  increased the ir use o f one suggested 
strategy ( C W C ) .  N o such increase, how ever, had been found in use o f the 
C C  strategy under the same circum stances. It was therefore necessary to d e te r­
mine if  conditions could be found under which in d iv id u a lly -ru n  Ss would construct 
increasing numbers o f ss w ith  practice in using the C C  strategy. It was hoped 
that by working w ith Ss in d iv id u a lly , the ir m otivation could be m aintained a t more 
nearly  an optimum le v e l, w h ile  deta iled  inform ation about the ir use o f strategies 
could be obtained from the ir comments and answers to questions, im m ediately  
a fte r  working on a problem .
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In Study 4 , then, three co lleg e  students naive to the anagram task were 
instructed to use, as much as possible, the strategy (C C ) for which no increase had 
previously (Study 3) been found in the number o f ss constructed w ith  reinforced  
practice  over a series o f five  problems. They were to ld  that they could leave  
the experim ent ea rly  by ach iev ing  high scores and shown how high scores could be 
a tta in ed  by using the specified  strategy. Between problems, these Ss scored the ir 
responses, g iving 10  points to each s tra tegy-re levant solution and 1 • point to 
each n o n -strategy-re levant solution constructed. It was found that a ll the Ss 
showed a great increase w ith  practice in the number o f ss they produced when 
the ir performance was compared to the mean number o f CC ss constructed w ith the 
corresponding problems in Study 2 .  The binomial test was ap p lied  to the result 
that a predicted outcome was obtained three out o f three times and y ie lded  
p <  .1 2 5 . The Ss showed a mean increase of 160% in the number of ss constructed 
on the fifth  problems (ord inal-position  5 ) on which they worked as compared to 
that number constructed on the first problems (ord inal-position  1) on which they  
w o rked .
Various other rbsults were also a tta ined  through analysis o f S reports and 
solutions produced. A ll  Ss reported that some le tter pairs were more fam ilia r than 
others and that ease of construction o f solutions was dependent on the degree o f 
fa m ilia r ity  w ith them . This finding is s im ilar to one reported by M ayzn er and  
Tresselt (1962a, 1962b, 1963): solutions to single solution anagrams whose 
bigrams, (le tte r pairs) occur w ith  high frequency in the English language are
easier to find  than those whose bigrams occur w ith  low frequency.
Evidence from S reports and performance also suggested some reasons for 
the poor performance shown by_Ss presented w ith  the C C  strategy and the absence 
o f any practice  e ffe c t in previous studies. It became c le a r, for exam ple , that 
the C C  strategy was a h ighly nonpreferred and d iff ic u lt work method for them . 
Further, the Ss b e lieved  that they were successful in m eeting the demands o f the 
task by simply constructing as many solutions as possible, whether or not re la ted  
to the strategy being learned.
Poor performance also appeared to be caused by the responses that Ss 
may make a fte r in it ia l fa ilu re  at a task. It was found that a £  required to use a 
d iff ic u lt  strategy may retreat from the demands o f the task and cease attem pting  
to use it  if  he performs poorly in i t ia l ly .  O n e  S was ab le  to do this by m in im izing  
the im portance o f the problem -solving situation and also by substituting his c rite ria  
o f a good performance for that o f the E . A fte r being informed that he had not 
ach ieved  a high score, this S em phatica lly  stated that he d idn 't have to do w e ll,  
that "getting  many CC words" wasn't in d ica tive  o f "success in l i f e ,"  and that 
English was not his " fo r te ."  Later, he pointed out that his performance had been 
good since he "s till"  did "make up many w ords," Another S believed  that there 
was no possibility that he could become a high perform er. Thus, he too was ab le  
to consider his decreased efforts a t constructing many CC solutions an acceptab le  
response to in it ia l fa ilu re . This was apparent when he stated that studies had 
in d ica ted , according to a sociology teacher, that performance on ea rly  tests is
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very in d ica tive  o f performance on la te r tests.
In Study 5 , the thesis experim ent to be reported in d e ta il,  co lleg e  students 
were again advised of the importance o f using a task-specific  (C W C  or (C C ) 
strategy in solving m u ltip le -so lu tion  anagrams. For this experim ent, further changes 
in the instructions and experim ental design were made which w ould, i t  was hoped, 
m inim ize the occurrence of some o f the problems found to have hindered the increase 
(Study 4 ) in the use o f a new strategy. (See P ro ced u re .).
Statem ent o f the Problems
Study 5 , w ith these revised instructions and design, investigated three  
specific  problems;
(1) Can strategy behavior be m odified over a series of problems so that
Ss working under standard experim ental conditions adopt and increase the ir e ffe c tiv e  
use o f a designated task-specific  strategy?
(2 ) Do Ss taking part in a problem -solving experim ent one a t a time d iffe r  
from Ss, also working in d iv id u a lly  but partic ipating  in small groups (five  a t a tim e), 
in the use of a task-specific  strategy w hich has been presented to them ?
This problem is an obviously important one, for practical problems o f lim i­
tations in tim e , tra ined personnel and funds, both in the experim ental and educational 
spheres, demand that techniques for the developm ent o f problem -solving skills should, 
bring about such changes w ith in  as many people as possible a t one t im e .
(3) Do various stimulus dimensions, as ind icated  by the a u x ilia ry  findings 
o f the previous studies (Study 1, Study 2 , Study 4) a ffe c t the use of task-specific
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problem -solving strategies? The basic question is: Is the p robab ility  that four-
le tte r ss w ill be constructed a function of the distance between the letters o f a con­
sonant or vowel p a ir, the ir d irection  and their bigram frequency?
Bigram distance is defined as the number o f letters which in the problem  
(BLC) appear between the two letters o f the vowel or consonant pairs. The specific  
hypothesis was: The p ro b ab ility  that fo u r-le tte r  ss w ill be constructed is a decreas­
ing function o f the distance between the letters o f a consonant or vowel pair .
A  positive bigram d irection  is defined as the presence o f the vowel or con­
sonant le tte r pairs in the problem (BLC) in the same d irection  as in the constructable 
solutions. A  negative bigram d irection  is defined as the presence o f the le tte r pairs 
in the problem (BLC) in the opposite d irection to that found in the constructable  
solutions. The specific  hypothesis was: The p ro b ab ility  that fo u r-le tte r ss w ill be
constructed is greater for ss w ith  a positive d irection consonant or vowel pair than 
for ss w ith  a negative d irection  consonant or vowel p a ir*
Bigram frequency is defined as the frequency w ith  which the vowel pairs o f 
the C W C  ss appear as the second and th ird  le tter and the consonant pairs o f the CC  
ss appear as the first and,second letters w ith in  the fo u r-le tte r  words which were 
sampled by M ayzner and Tresselt (1 9 6 5 ). These researchers arrived  a t these fre ­
quencies in their sampling o f 2 0 ,0 0 0  English words which varied  in length from three 
to seven le tters . The specific  hypothesis was: The p robab ility  that fo u r-le tte r  ss
w ill be constructed is an increasing function o f the bigram frequency o f a consonant 
or vowel pair,:
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Problem 3 , w ith its three hypotheses, was posed as an in it ia l step in the 
study of some o f the stimulus determinants of strategy responses,
M E TH O D
Design
The experim ent used a 5 x  5 Latin square design in which columns, rows and 
Latin letters represent three major sources of v a r ia t io n . Each column corresponds to 
one o f the five  ord inal-positions in which the five  s tra teg y-re levan t problems (BLCs, 
C V V C  or C C ) were presented and each row, to a single S, who received the tre a t­
ments in one o f five  possible orders. These treatments or Latin letters represent the 
five  s tra teg y-re levan t problems (C V V C  or C C ) presented to each S . Columns, 
rows and letters were randomly arranged from a randomly selected 5 x 5  standard 
square (Fisher & Y ates , 1948 ). This 5 x 5  square was rep lica ted  eight tim es, so 
that a to ta l of 40 Ss partic ipated  in the experim ent. Four o f the ei.ght squares 
represent experim ental procedures in which Ss were presented w ith  the C V V C  
strategy and the five  appropriate or strategy-specific  problems. The remaining  
four represent experim ental procedures in which Ss were presented w ith  the CC  
strategy and its five  stra tegy-spec ific  problems. Two o f each set o f four squares 
also correspond to experim ental procedures in which the Ss partic ipated  in the study 
one a t a tim e . The other two o f each set o f four squares correspond to experim ental 
procedures in which Ss, also working in d iv id u a lly  a t the experim ental task, p a rti­
c ipated in the study five  a t a tim e . In e ffe c t, then, the Latin square design was 
also a 2 x 2 x 5 fa c to r ia l, w ith  task specific problem -solving strategy to be used 
(C V V C , C C ), experim ental setting (in d iv id u a l, group), and order o f problem
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presentation (the five  orders in which problems could be presented for the five  Ss 
o f each square), the three variables m anipu lated . This design provided for 20 
experim ental conditions, in each o f which two Ss p a rtic ip a te d .
Subjects
Ss were 40 co llege students :(|22  males, 18 females) who were experim en­
ta lly  na ive , i . e . ,  reported that they had never partic ipated  in any prior study in 
w hich anagrams had been used. O n e o f these 40  Ss, how ever, p artic ipated  in the 
study only a fte r the data o f another S had to be discarded because o f her fa ilu re  to 
fo llo w  instructions on the first problem on which she w orked. Since the orig inal S 
had partic ipated  in one o f the 5 -S  group conditions (group setting , C V V C  strategy), 
another 5 Ss also took part in the study and were presented w ith  the C V V C  strategy 
in a group setting . How ever, on ly  the data produced by the one S who had been 
randomly assigned to the same one o f the 20 possible experim ental conditions (same 
order of problem presentation, in add ition  to C V V C  strategy and group setting) as 
the orig inal S were included in the data to be a n a ly ze d .
M ateria ls
Mim eographed booklets contain ing typed prelim inary instructions, two 
pages o f Standard Anagram Task (SAT) instructions, and five  e ig h t- le tte r  basic 
le tte r combinations (BLCs) consisting o f five  consonants and three vowels were 
used. Page 2 of the SAT instructions included statements on the use o f e ither the 
C V V C  or C C  strategy. Both the prelim inary instructions and page 2 o f the SAT
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instructions had been revised a fte r Study 4 .  They were designed to heighten the 
g a m e -lik e  and com petitive aspects o f the task and make the construction of many ss 
a more integral aspect o f its requirem ents. The set of five  BLCs was one o f the two 
sets o f s tra teg y-re levan t problems used. O ne set o f five  problems, presented to o n e -  
h a lf o f the Ss, consisted o f  the ones which had been s p e c ific a lly  designed by the E 
to a llo w  for the construction o f many solutions beginning w ith a consonant fo llow ed  
by two vowels and another consonant (C V V C ). The other set of five  problems had 
been sp e c ific a lly  designed to a llo w  for the construction o f many solutions beginning  
w ith  two consonants (C C ). The overlapping of letters w ith in  the set o f five  C V V C  
problems and w ith in  the set o f five  CC problems was m in im ized  as much as possible. 
The C V V C  problems w ere; AFRILSTE, A PD ILEN R , B D A E R O M N , LOMASETR and 
M IE D A L N H . The CC problems were A R H C T N E I, A P O S D C IL , IGARDPEB, 
TORSECPA and W E H T N G IA . Three additional problems were presented a t the 
end o f each experim ental b o o k le t. For each booklet, these problems were re p e ti­
tions of the first three which had been presented. A set o f C V V C  and C C  problems 
and their ss are g iven in A ppendix A .
Procedure
Prior to the study, Ss were randomly assigned to one of the 20 experim ental 
conditions. Each o f the Ss, in both the 10 ind iv idual and 10 five -su b jec t group 
conditions, was in it ia l ly  presented w ith  his booklet upon being seated. The sets of 
stra teg y-re levan t problems (C V V C  or C C ) presented were the same (the order in
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w hich problems were presented d iffered  for each S, however) for a l l  five -su b jec t 
group^s partic ipating  in the experim ent a t  any one tim e . Ss in the group condi­
tions were seated in desk-chairs prearranged in the shape o f a c irc le  w ith  a diameter 
o f approxim ately three yards, so that no S could see the problems on which any other 
S was w ork in g . A fte r reading the instructions, which included the inform ation that 
Ss could leave the experim ent ea rly  by receiv ing  a high performance score on each 
o f four problems, and being asked i f  there are any questions, the Ss then worked 
for 10 minutes on each o f the problems. A fte r every minute during each o f the 1 0 -  
m inute work periods, a ll  the Ss were instructed to w rite  down the number ca lled  to 
them (1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  5 ,  6 , 7 ,  8 , or 9) and to keep w orking .
A fte r  the 10 minutes a llo w ed  for work on each o f the problems, Ss were  
to ld  to stop, draw a line a fte r  the last solution and score their papers. Ss gave 
themselves 10 points for each s tra teg y-re levan t solution and point for each 
other acceptab le  solution. Each S then showed to the E the problem on which he 
had w orked. E scanned the problem for scoring accuracy, pointing out any "gross" 
error that may have been present and c a lle d  for rescoring, and then to ld  the Ŝ i f  he 
had a tta in ed  a high performance score ( h .p .s . ) .  Brief comments such as "very , 
very good" and "great" were made to each S when he reached a h .p .s . ,  or i f  to ld  
that he had not reached such a le v e l,  comments such as "no . . . you d idn ’ t make 
it"  and "b u t, now re a lly  dig in . . . "  were made .(S ee Appendix A)„)
Ss received high performance scores regardless o f actual performance level 
and every S was informed a fter a t least one o f the first four problems that he had
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done very w ell . Every S also fa ile d  to a tta in  the h .p .s .  on a t least one o f the first 
four problems so that every S had to solve the com plete set o f five  problems presented. 
A ll o f the five £s represented by the rows o f any one Latin square, how ever, did not 
rece ive  the same number o f high performance scores. In this w ay , a ll five  Ss.taking 
part in any of the five -su b jec t group conditions did not leave the experim ent a t  the 
same t im e .
A  more d e ta ile d  v ie w  (See Table 1 ») o f the procedure shows that two randomly 
selected Ss o f every five received  a h .p .s .  on four o f the first five  problems. These 
Ss did not rece ive  a h .p .s .  on one o f the first four problems. Two other randomly 
selected Ss o f every fiv e  received  a h .p .s .  on three o f the first five  problems, and  
therefore did not receive this reported profic iency level (h .p .s . )  on two of the first 
four problems. The rem aining randomly selected single S out o f every five  received  
the h .p .s .  a fte r two o f the first five problems and fa ile d  to a tta in  the h .p .s .  a fte r  
three of the first four problems.
The specific  problems a fte r which each S received  the predeterm ined h .p .s .  
w hich had been assigned were randomly determ ined. S received  inform ation regard­
ing his performance on the basis o f a code number assigned to each Each code 
number appeared on the table of the assigned high performance scores held by the E, 
as w ell as on the experim ental booklet pages o f the corresponding S.
Ss not rece iv ing  four high performance scores by the completion o f problem 5 
were told that the rules o f the game would remain the same but that the performance 
standards had been set a  l i t t le  low er.
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Sample Table o f the Assignment of H igh Performance Scores 
To O ne Group of Five Ss
S N o . Code
letter
Prob lems A dd itio n a l repeat 
problems
1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8
1 d H N H N H H H H
2 b N H H H H H -  -  -
3 a H N H H H H _
4 c H H N H N H H H
5 e N H N H H N H H H H -
N o t e . — The code letters were assigned (random ly) for each group o f five  Ss, 
For each S# the specific  problems (ordinal position \ „ 2 , 3, 4) a fte r which he 
rece ived  the preassigned h .p .s .  was randomly determ ined .
Legend;
H = h .p .s .
N H  = non -a tta inm ent of h .p .  s .
S a , b = h .p .s .  on four o f first five  problems. (S leaves a fte r problem 5 . )
S c , d = h .p .s .  on three of first five  problems. (S leaves a fte r problem 6 .)
S e = h .p .s .  on two of first fiv e  problems. (S leaves a fte r  problem 7 . )
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Because of the predetermined assignment o f atta inm ent o f high performance 
scores, two Ss out o f  every five  le ft the experim ent a fte r  the fifth  problem , two 
others a fte r  the s ix th , and one other a fte r the seventh. No S worked on a ll eight 
problems presented in each experim ental b o o k le t. (See Table 1 .)
Effects of experim enter bias .-—-Throughout the study the E was aw are o f the  
hypotheses being tested and the conditions to which Ss were assigned. Results 
obtained w ith the design and procedure used may in part be due to effects o f E 
bias or hypothesis communication (Rosenthal, 1967 ). To control for possible effects  
o f  E bias, the major portion o f  the instructions was therefore presented to the S in 
w ritten  form . In ad d itio n , the E sat back in her chair w h ile  Ss were working so that 
the E was unable to see e ither the problems which Ss were solving or the solutions 
being produced.
The p rinc ip le  o f E communication o f  hypotheses or expectancies was used 
p o s itive ly , how ever, to m axim ize the probab ility  that Ss would remain a t a d iff ic u lt  
experim ental task. Ss were therefore to ld  that they were capable of constructing  
many ss and would become successful a t the problem -solving gam e. (See Appendix
A . )
RESULTS
Effects o f Practice
S use o f a designated task-specific  strategy (C V V C  or C C ) was measured by 
the number of ss constructed to a problem . The number constructed by each S to 
each o f the five  problems on which he worked was c a lc u la te d . The scores were 
then subjected to three sets o f analyses (analyses 1 , 2  and 3 ) to assess effects o f 
practice  on the use of a task-specific  strategy (C V V C  or C C ) .
An analysis o f variance o f the numbers o f ss constructed was made for each 
o f the e igh t 5 x 5  Latin squares (analysis 1 ). Tab le  2 shows that there was a sig­
n ific a n t columns (five  ordinal positions in which problems were presented) e ffec t  
for three squares (p .0 1 ) .  The presence o f  a columns or ordinal position effect 
ind icated  that amount o f p ractice  in the use o f a strategy was a s ign ifican t source 
o f varia tio n  in these three squares. The columns or ord ina l-position  (p ractice ) 
e ffe c t approached s ign ificance for two other Latin squares (p <  .1 ,  p-< .2 5 ) .
For each square o f five  Ss the mean number of ss constructed for problems 
presented in the fifth  o rd ina l-pos ition  (the maximum amount o f p ractice) was then 
compared to the mean number for problems presented in the first ord ina l-position  
(no prior p ra c tic e ). As can be seen in Table 3 (summary of analysis 2 ) ,  Ss in each  
o f the e ight squares produced a greater mean number o f ss for the ord ina l-pos ition  5 
than for the ord inal-position  1 problems. The binomial test was ap p lied  to the 
find ing  that a predicted result was obtained eight out o f e ight tim es. It ind icated
Table 2
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Latin Square Analyses o f V arian ce
Source df V arian ce  estimate F
G roup 1 - 1 (C V V C -  in d iv id u a lly -ru n  Ss)
Columns (practice) 4 2 5 .9 7 . 4 * * * *
Rows (subjects) 4 1 0 .3 2  9 * *
Treatments (problem s) 4 2 5 .2 7 .2 “ ^
Error (residual) 12 3 .5
Group 1 - 2 (C V V C -  in d iv id u a lly -ru n  Ss
Columns (practice) 4 4 6 .1 7 . 1 * * * *
Rows (subjects) 4 8 6 . 6 1 3 .3 * * * *
Treatments (problems) 4 4 0 .3 6 .2 * * * *
Error (residual) 12 6 .5
Group II -■ 1 (C V V C -  group-run Ss)
Columns (P ractice) 4 1 7 .8 2 . 0 *
Rows (subjects) 4 2 8 .5 3 . 2 * *
Treatments (problems) 4 3 0 .4 3 . 4 * * *
Frrr»r A\ m 1 \ 1? ft 9
Table 2 -  cont'd. 28
Group 1 1 -  2 (C V V C  -  group-run Ss)
Columns (practice) 4 8 .7
Rows (subjects) 4 1 9 4 .5 1 9 .8 * * * *
Treatments (problems) 4 1 2 .7
Error (residual) 12 9 .8
Group 11 1 -  1 (CC - in d iv id u a lly -ru n  Ss)
Columns (p ractice) 4 3 .8
Rows (subjects) 4 3 3 .7 7 . 8 * * * *
Treatments (problems) 4 6 .9 1 . 6 *
Error (residual) 12 4 .3
Group I I I - - 2  (CC -  i ndividual ly -run  Ss)
Columns (p ractice) 4 5 1 .8 1 2 .6 * * * *
Rows (subjects) 4 3 5 .9 8 . 8 * * * *
Treatments (problems) 4 3 .5
Error (residual) 12 4 .1
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Table 2 -  cont'd.
Group IV -  1 (CC -  group-run Ss)
Columns (practice) 4 1 0 .0
Rows (subjects) 4  2 4 .9 2 . 0 *
Treatments (problems) 4 1 5 .9
Error (residual) 12  1 2 . 2
Group IV -  2 (CC -  group-run Ss)
Columns (practice) 4 1 8 .2 2 . 5 * *
Rows (subjects) 4 5 7 .0 7 3 * * * *
Treatments (problems) 4 2 3 .7 3 . 2 * *
Error (residual) 12 7 .3
*  p <  .25 
* *  £< . . 1
* * *  .05
'S s *3* vf w p  ^  Q 1
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Table 3
Comparison o f  Position 5 M ean Num ber o f ss w ith  
Position 1 M ean  Num ber o f ss
Group Percentage change
1 - 1 (C V V C  problems) t 9 0 .9
1 -  2 (C V V C  problems + 1 0 0 . 0
II -  1 (C V V C  problems) 4> 4 5 .5
II -  2 (C V V C  problems) + 1 .9
II I  -  1 (CC problems) +• 3 0 .7
I I I  -  2 (CC problems) *■ 1 5 9 .3
IV  -  1 (CC problems) + 2 3 .9
IV  -  2 (CC problems) + 8 7 .5
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that the predicted outcome occurred more frequently than could be expected by 
chance (p = .0 0 4 ).
The th ird set o f analyses made was d irected to the question: did strategy
performance level consistently increase w ith  p rac tice?  In the optimum (performance 
leve l an increasing function o f amount o f p ractice) situat io n , the mean performance 
scores would be ordered so that the mean number of ss constructed was greatest for 
the problems presented in ord inal-position  5 .  It would be next greatest for the 
problems presented in o rd ina l-position  4 , next for those presented in ord inal-position  
3 , then for those presented in ord ina l-position  2 and f in a lly , smallest for the prob­
lems presented in ord ina l-position  1 . This optimum and improbable ( 1 / 5 ! ,  P = -008) 
ordering or arrangement of mean scores did not occur with any o f the eight squares. 
H ow ever, the arrangements o f  mean scores which were found g en era lly  deviated only  
s lig h tly  from the optimum ordering o f ord ina l-position  mean performance scores.
This can be seen in Table 4 ,which indicates that for seven of the e igh t Latin squares 
the mean numbers found only have to be moved a total of e ither one or two places 
so that the optimum arrangement or ordering of ord inal-position  mean performance 
scores could be ob ta ined . The probab ility  o f a tta in in g  these or more extreme  
arrangements o f scores by chance is p = .0 4  for four o f these seven squares and  
p -  . 14 for the other th re e . The first p was computed by the d iv id ing  o f the number 
o f possible cases in which a to ta l of a one-position move or less o f a mean performance 
score (5) is necessary for a rriv in g  a t the optimum arrangement by the to ta l number o f 
possible arrangements ( 5 ! ) .  The la tter p was computed by d iv id ing  the number o f pos­
sible cases in which a total o f two possible moves or less o f mean performance scores (17)
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Table 4
O bta ined  Arrangements o f Performance Scores
Group
M ean n o . ss for 5 
ordinal-positions







1 2 3 4 5
1 - 1 6 . 6 1 0 . 2 1 0 , 0 1 1 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 .0 4
1 - 2 8 . 2 1 4 .0 1 1 . 8 1 3 .4 1 6 .4 2 .1 4
1 1 - 1 1 1 . 0 1 3 .6 1 5 .0 1 4 .2 1 6 .0 1 .0 4
1 1 - 2 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 2 9 .2 1 2 . 8 1 0 . 8 5 .3 8
1 1 1 -1 7 .8 8 . 6 8 . 8 8 . 6 1 0 . 2 2 a .14
I I I  - 2 5 .4 8 . 8 1 1 . 6 9 .4 1 4 .0 1 .04
IV  -  1 9 .2 7 .8 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 6 1 1 .4
2a .14
I V - 2 4 .8 8 .4 8 . 8 9 .6 9 .0 1 .0 4
. 0 1 b
a Tie between 2 means considered as 1 mean out of optimum p la c e . 
b x 2  = 3 9 .3 2 ; d . f . = 16.
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is necessary for a rriv ing  a t the optimum arrangements by the total number of possible 
arrangements ( 5 ! ) .  For the eighth square (group 1 1 -2 ) , p = 38, computed by d iv i­
ding 45 (number o f possible cases in which a total o f five  position moves or less are  
necessary for arriv ing  at the optimum arrangem ent) by 120 (5 1 ).
As is ev id e n t, the p robab ility  that the arrangem ent o f mean scores found 
was a tta ined  by chance was less than .0 5  (p = .0 4 ) for four o f the eight squares.
The p's from the e igh t independent tests of significance were then combined by a
procedure in which the x s computed for each probab ility  were added into a com po- 
2site x and then e v a lu a ted , w ith  degrees o f  freedom being tw ice  the number of
O
probabilities combined (L indquist, 1940 ). The x ind icated  (See Table 4 . )  that 
the occurrence o f the eight obtained arrangements, w ith their genera lly  slight 
deviations from the optimum arrangement or ordering o f ordinal position mean per­
formance scores, was s ta tis tica lly  s ign ificant (p < . 0 1 ) .
Effect o f S ize o f Experim ental Group and O ther Factors
The e ffec t o f  size o f experim ental group was exam ined in two ways. For 
the first approach, the number o f ss constructed for a ll  five  problems was counted 
for each S and subjected to a 2 x 2 x 5 analysis o f v a r ia n c e . N e ith e r experim ental 
group size (1 S vs v Ss) nor order of presentation was a s ta tis tica lly  s ign itican t 
source o f v a r ia tio n . (See Table 5 . )  The e ffec t o f strategy was sign ificant (p < .0 5 ) ,  
w ith the greater mean number o f ss constructed by the Ss using the C V V C  strategy 
greater than the number constructed by Ss using the CC strategy. (See Table 5 . )  
None o f the interactions were s ig n ifican t.
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The e ffec t o f group size was also exam ined in terms o f differences in 
effects o f practice  on the construction o f ss . This was done because no s ta tis tica lly  
s ign ifican t ord ina l-position  or practice e ffec t had been found w ith  any o f the four 
squares which represented S_s working in d iv id u a lly  in groups o f f iv e -  For two of 
these squares, however, the practice  e ffe c t did approach s ign ificance (]D< . 1 , 
p <  „25 ). In contrast, a s ta tis tica lly  s ign ifican t ( p < . 0 1 ,  p <  .0 5 ) o rd in a l-  
position or practice e ffec t had been found w ith three o f the four squares represent­
ing in d iv id u a lly -ru n  Ss.
For the second analysis o f group size effects, then , scores were not 
summed over the five  ordinal-positions in which problems were presented. Instead 
the number o f ss that each S constructed on the fifth  problem on which he worked 
was compared to the number he constructed on the first and the d ifference noted . 
Tab le  6  (as w ell as Table 3) shows that both_Ss presented w ith the C V V C  problems 
and Ss presented w ith the C C  problems constructed more ss on the f ifth  problem than 
the first problem on which they w orked . H ow ever, Ss working in the ind iv idual 
conditions showed a greater mean d ifference or increase (See F ig . 1.) than did Ss 
w orking in the group conditions. This was found w ith both the Ss presented w ith  
the C V V C  problems (p <  .0 5 , tw o-+ailed test) and those presented w ith the CC  
problems (p <  . 0 1 , tw o -ta ile d  test).
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Table 5
Analysis o f V ariance
Source o f variance  
estim ate
df V arian ce  estimate F
Between Pairs (19) (3 3 5 3 .7 )
Size of group (^ ) 1 1 9 .6
Strategy (B) 1 1 8 7 6 .9 5 . 7 *
O rder (C) 4 3 7 2 .2
A  x B 1 8 4 .1
A x C 4 2 8 4 .9
B x C 4 351 .1
A  x B x C 4 3 6 4 .9
W ith in  Pairs 2 0 3 3 0 .6
*  p <  .05
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Table 6
Comparison o f Practice E ffect in Individual Conditions w ith  
Practice E ffect in G roup Conditions
Type o f
M ean d ifference in no . ss constructed to problems in 
ord inal-position  5 w ith  no . to problems in o rd ina l-position  1
problem
Individual conditions G roup conditions t d£
C V V C 8 . 1 2 . 6 2 .8 9 * 9
C C 5 .5 3 .2 3 .8 9 * * 9
N o t e .—— Both tests o f statistical significance were t tests for correlated  
scores. O rd in a l-p o s itio n  5 -  o rd inal-position  1 scores were b locked , w ith each  
block derived from data from Ss whose problems had been presented in iden tica l 
order. The fifth  and first problems presented were therefore iden tica l for each 
block o f Ss.
* p  <  .0 5  (tw o -ta ile d  test)























Ss In Individual  
Conditions; N = 20
j5s In Group 
Conditions; N = 20
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3 ORDINAL P O S IT IO N S
FIG. 1 MEAN NUMBER SS CONSTRUCTED AS A 
FUNCTION OF ORDINAL POSITION IN WHICH PROBLEMS 
WERE PRESENTED.
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Three Stimulus Dimensions which Define Solution Classes and Use o f the C V V C
and C C  Strategies
Effects o f bigram distance, d irection and frequency on strategy use were  
ana lyzed  a fte r  a ll fo u r-le tte r  ss for both the C V V C  and C C  problems were c a te ­
gorized into ss classes.
For investigation o f the stimulus dimension o f bigram (vowel or consonant 
pairs) distance, a ll  the constructable fo u r-le tte r  ss for each o f the problems were 
categorized  into one of seven (0 , 1 , 2 , 3, 4 t 5 , or 6 ) possible bigram distance ss 
classes . (See Table 7 and A ppendix B .) Bigram distance class 0 was composed o f 
ss whose vowel or consonant bigrams had the least possible bigram distance, that 
is , no letters appearing in the problem (BLC) between the two letters o f the vowel 
or consonant pairs. Bigram distance class 6  was composed o f ss whose vowel or 
consonant bigrams had the greatest possible bigram distance, that is, six letters 
appearing in the problem between the two letters o f the vowel or consonant pairs. 
Bigram distance classes 1 through 5 fe ll in between the two extremes.
For investigation o f the stimulus dimension o f bigram d irection  (vowel or 
consonant pairs), a ll the constructable (four letters in length) ss for each o f the 
problems were recategorized  into one o f two possible d irection  classes (See Table 8 
and Appendix B ,.) The positive bigram direction class was made up o f ss whose 
vowel or consonant bigrams appeared in  the problem in the same d irection as in the 
ss themselves. The other class, the negative bigram direction  class, was composed 
o f ss whose vowel or consonant bigrams appeared in the problem in opposite d irection  
to that found in the constructable ss themselves.
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Table 7
Mean Percent-age of Class ss; Constructed
Problems Distance classes
0 1 2 3 4  5 6
C V V C
A PDILENR (E l, (A l, (EA)
IE) IA)
1 0 .0  5 3 .1  5 0 .0
LOMASETR N o comparisons possible
M IE D A L N H m m > > •»*
IA)
3 0 .0  6 3 .3  5 1 .3
B D A ER O M N (EA) (O E ) (O A )
6 2 .7  1 0 ,0  5 2 .0
AFRILSTE (IA , (IE ) (EA)
A l)
4 5 .0  1 2 .5  4 8 .3
ZC
W E H T N G IA
£X£X
G N )
4 8 .3  5 2 .0  4 2 ,5
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Table 7 -  cant'd»
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
A P O S D C IL (CL) (SL) (PL)
SC)




4 3 *3  3 6 .7
IGARDPEB (DR) (G R , (BR)
PR)
5 0 .0  5 7 .5  3 2 *5
A R H C TN E I (C H ) (TH)
6 0 .0  6 3 .3
N o te *  -—-N o  comparisons were made w ith the solutions produced to a 
problem whose ss could not be classified into a t least two distance ss classes.
The number o f ss and the ss themselves in each o f the distance classes are 
given for each of the problems in Appendix B.
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Table 8
Mean Percentage of Class ss Constructed
Problems D i r e c t i o n  c l a s s e s
C V V C Positive N e a a tiv e
APDILENR (A l, IE) 4 6 ,2  (EA, E ), IA ) 4 4 .7
LOMASETR (O A ) 5 0 .0  (EA) 5 2 .1
M IE D A L N H (EA, IA , IE) 5 3 .1  (A l) 4 7 .1
B D A ER O M N N o  comparisons possible
AFRILSTE (A l, IE) 41 . 1  (EA, IA ) 43 . 1
CC
W E H T N G IA (W H ) 5 2 .0  (TH , G N ,  TW ) 3 8 .8
A P O S D C IL N o  comparisons possible
TORSECPA (TR, SC, SP) 3 1 . 4  (ST,CR) 5 0 .0
IGARDPEB (G R) 7 3 .3  (BR, DR, PR) 3 6 .7
A R H C TN E I N o  comparisons possible
N o te . — No comparisons were made w ith the solutions produced to a 
problem whose ss could not be classified into two d irection  ss classes.
The number o f ss and the ss in each of the direction classes are given for 
each o f the problems in A ppendix B.
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The th ird  stimulus dimension was studied a fte r  a ll the fo u r-le tte r  construct- 
ib le  ss for each o f the problems were aga in  reclassified into one o f four ( 1 ,2 ,  3 ,4 )  
possible frequency ss classes. (See Table 9 and Appendix B .)  These classes were 
derived from the bigram frequencies reported by M ayzner and Tresself (1965) in 
the ir sampling o f 2 0 ,0 0 0  English words. For the thesis experim ent, bigram fre ­
quency class 1 consisted o f  ss contain ing the consonant bigram (TH ), found by 
M ayzner and Tresselt to have a frequency of 8 4 7 . Bigram frequency class 2 
consisted o f ss contain ing the vowel or consonant bigrams found by them to have 
frequencies in the 100's . Bigram frequency class 3 was defined as a class con­
sisting o f ss contain ing the vowel or consonant bigrams reported to have frequencies 
in the 20's (19 -  2 6 ) . Class 4 was defined as a class of ss contain ing the vowel or 
consonant bigrams which were reported to have frequencies equal to 11 or less 
among the fo u r-le tte r words sampled by M ayzn er and Tresselt (1 9 6 5 ).
A fte r  a ll constructible fo u r-le tte r ss had been categorized into classes, 
the relationship between the three stimulus dimensions and use o f the C V V C  and  
C C  strategies was exam ined in terms of two measures. The measures were: (1) 
the mean percentage o f solutions constructed from each particu lar class o f ss being  
considered and (2 ) the number ofSswho constructed a t least one solution from i t .
Measure 1. For each of the stimulus dimensions (bigram distance, d ire c ­
tion and frequency), the mean percentage o f solutions constructed from each class 
o f ss is reported in Tables 7 , 8  and 9 for each problem on which Ss w orked. For 
each stimulus dimension, a separate analysis o f variance was conducted for each
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Table 9
Mean Percentage of Class ss Constructed
F r e q u e n c y  c l a s s e s
Problems 1 2 3 4
C V V C
APDILENR (E A ,A I)  4 3 .6 (IE ) 1 3 .3 (E l, IA ) 3 0 .0
LOMASETR (EA) 52 .1 (O A ) 5 0 .0
M IE D A L N H (E A ,A I)  6 2 .2 (IE) 3 0 .0 (IA ) 7 5 .0
B D A ER O M N (EA) 62 .7 (O A ,O E )  4 6 .7
AFRILSTE (E A ,A I)  5 0 .6 (IE) 1 2 .5 (IA ) 1 5 .0
CC
W E H T N G IA (TH) 6 0 .0  (W H ) 5 2 .0 ( G N f TW ) 3 3 .8
A P O S D C IL N o  comparisons possible
TOR SEC PA (ST,TR) 6 7 .5 (C R ,S C ,S P )
2 5 .0
IGARDPEB N o  comparisons possible
A R H C TN E I (TH) 6 3 .3 (C H ) 6 0 .0
N o te . — - N o  comparisons were made w ith the solutions produced to a 
problem whose ss could not be classified into at least two frequency ss classes.
The number of ss and the ss in each o f the frequency classes are given for 
each of the problems in A ppendix B.
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problem ( i f  possible) on the percentage o f ss from each class that each S construc­
te d . N o  analysis o f  variance to determ ine effects of one o f the stimulus dim en­
sions was conducted where the ss to a problem could not be classified into a t  
least two ss classes o f that stimulus dim ension. For exam ple, no analysis o f the 
e ffe c t o f bigram distance class could be carried  out w ith  the ss constructed to 
problem , LOMASETR since a ll the co n stru c tive  ss (containing e ith er the vowel 
bigram EA or Q A ) were c lassified  as bigram distance class 1 ss. (See A ppendix
B .)
Inverse sine transformations were made to correct for skewness prior to 
any o f the analyses of variance made on data which included mean percentages 
sm aller than 25%  or greater than 7 5 % . Values were taken from Snedecor's 
(1956) reproduction o f Bliss's tab les .
1 ) . Bigram distance. Tab le  10 shows the results from the analyses o f 
variance made to assess effects o f  bigram distance class. Four o f the four analyses 
made w ith  the ss constructed to the C V V C  problems showed a s ta tis tica lly  s ig n ifi­
cant classes e ffe c t (p ^ . 0 1 ) .  N o  consistent relationship was found, however, 
between distance class and the mean percentage o f the class ss constructed. (See 
Table 7 . )  N o  s ta tis tica lly  s ign ificant classes e ffe c t was found w ith  three o f the 
five  analyses made w ith the percentages o f distance class ss constructed to the 
C C  problems. W ith the other two analyses (for solutions to problems, A P O S D C IL  
and IGARDPEB), a s ign ificant classes e ffec t was found. Inspection o f the data 
summarized in Table 7 shows that again there was no consistent relationship
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Table 10
Analyses of V ariance
Problems
M ean  percentage o f distance class ss constructed
df V ariance estimate
C V V C
APDILENR





M IE D A L N H  









7 ,5 0 8 .2  
4 4 2 .5
38 2 6 6 .2  
N o comparisons possible
9 /9 3 8 .1
7 7 2 .1
5 5 0 .0
1 ,1 6 2 .2
5 9 8 .3
5 3 3 .1
2 8 . 2 * * * *  
1 . 7 * *
1 8 .1 * * * *
1 .4 *
20.2  * * * *  
1.1
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Table 10 -  cont'd.
CC
df V ariance estimate
AFRILSTE
Source o f varia tion
Glasses 2 6 ,2 8 6 .0  3 1 . 4 * * * *
Rows (Ss) 19 3 9 9 .7  2 . 0 * * *
Residual 38 2 0 0 .0
W E H T N G IA
Source o f varia tio n
Classes 2 3 6 1 .3
Rows (Ss) 19 1 ,1 9 7 .2  1 . 9 * * * *
Residual 38  6 2 3 .4
A P O S D C IL
Source o f varia tio n
Classes 2 8 ,5 6 5 .1  4 . 1 * * *
Rows (Ss) 19 8 6 5 .6
Residual 38  1 ,8 3 5 .0
TOR SEC PA
Source o f v a ria tio n
Classes 1 4 4 4 .8
Rows 19 7 3 9 .2  1 . 6 *
Residual 19 4 5 8 .3
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1GARDPEB 




A R H C TN EI




Table 10 -  cont'd.
df V arian ce  estimate F
2 3 ,5 7 3 .0  4 . 4 * * *
19 7 7 8 .5
38 8 0 9 .8
1 10 8 .5
19 1 ,4 1 6 .7  1 . 6 *
19 9 0 8 .3
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between distance class and the mean percentage of class ss constructed.
2 ) .  Bigram d ire c tio n . W ith  the dimension of d irec tio n , no analyses o f 
variance were conducted w ith the percentages o f class ss constructed to the C V V C  
problems since inspection of the data ind icated  th a t  the differences in the mean per­
centages o f  class ss were very small ones. (See Table 8 . )  An analysis o f variance  
was a p p lie d , though, to the percentages o f class ss constructed to each o f three of 
the five  CC problems. (See Table 11 which notes that no analyses were possible 
w ith  the data to the other two problem s.) Each of the three analyses y ie ld ed  a sig­
n ifican t classes e ffe c t (p <f .0 1 ) .  For two o f the three problems, a greater mean 
percentage o f the positive d irection class o f ss than o f the negative d irection  class 
o f ss was constructed. (See Table 8 . )
3 ) .  Bigram frequency. Table 12 summarizes the analyses of variance  
carried  out w ith  the percentages o f class ss constructed to the C V V C  and CC prob- 
lems . A  s ign ificant classes e ffec t was found for the data to three o f the five  C V V C  
problems (p <  .0 1 ) .  A  classes e ffec t also approached significance (p <  .1 )  for 
the data to one other C V V C  problem (problem , B D A E R O M N ). For this problem,
a greater mean percentage o f the most frequent class o f ss (class 2 ,  see problem  
B D A E R O M N  in Tab le  9 ) than o f the rem aining and less frequent bigram frequency  
class of ss (class 3 , see problem , B D A ER O M N  in Table 9) was constructed. In 
two o f the three cases in which statistical s ign ificance had been reached, a greater 
mean percentage o f the most frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 2 , see 




Mean percentage o f d irection  class ss constructed
Problems _df V ariance  estimate F
C C
W E H T N G IA
Source o f varia tion
Classes 1 1 ,1 5 5 .7 2 8 .1 * *
Rows (Ss) 19 8 9 3 .8 2 1 .7 * *
Residual 19 4 1 .1
A P O S D C IL N o comparisons possible
T ORSECPA
Source o f varia tion
Classes 1 3 ,3 3 9 .7 1 2 .-1 **
Rows (Ss) 19 6 8 4 .7 2 .5 *
Residual 19 2 7 4 .6
IGARDPEB
Source o f varia tion
Classes 1 1 2 ,3 0 3 .5 1 7 .5
Rows 19 6 6 8 .2
Residual 19 7 0 4 .3
A R H C TN E I N o comparisons possible
*p < .0 5




M ean percentage of frequency class ss constructed
Problems df V arian ce  estimate
C W C
APD ILENR




6 ,1 1 2 .3  
5 0 7 .1  
282 .6
2  ] £**■*-* 
1.8
LOMASETR No statistical analysis carried  out (differences among classes 
s m a ll).
M IE D A L N H




BD A ER O M N







1 1 ,8 0 6 .6
1 ,1 0 5 .2
5 1 6 .2
2 2 . 9- * ' * * *  




2 ,5 7 2 .8
6 3 4 .3
7 6 8 .4
3 .3
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W EHTN G 1A




A P O S D C IL  
TORSECPA





A R H C TN E I




6 ,6 9 7 .9  
4 3 8 .9  
2 7 1 .3
3 .3 4 5 .4
1 .0 0 2 .5  
5 0 1 .6
N o  comparisons possible
1 7 ,7 6 5 .7  
8 8 7 .3  
4 4 6 .5
N o  comparisons possible
1 0 8 .5
1 ,4 1 6 .7
9 0 8 .3
24 7 * * * *  
1-.6 *
^ 7 * * * *  
2
3 9 . 8 * * * *
2 Q * *
1 .6*
*p < r .25 * p < . l  * * * p  <  .05 p < . 0 1
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class 4 , see Tab le  9) was also constructed. A p p lica tio n  o f Duncan's N e w  M u ltip le  
Range test (Edwards, 1960) revealed  that the differences were s ign ifican t (p <  .0 0 5 ) . 
(See Table 1 3 .)  Results from the test in d ica ted , however, that a greater mean per­
centage o f the least frequent bigram frequency class o f  ss (class 4 , see Table 9 . )  
than o f the next to the least frequent class o f ss (class 3 , see Table 9 ) was construc­
ted to problem , A P D IL E N R .
Table 12 also shows that there was a significant classes e ffe c t (p .01 ) 
for the data to two o f the three CC problems in which the ss could be classified info  
two (TORS EC PA) or more (W E H T N G IA ) bigram frequency ss classes. A  greater 
mean percentage of the more frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 3 , see 
Table 9 ) than o f the rem aining and less frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 
4 , see Table 9 ) was constructed to problem , TORSECPA. Results from Duncan's 
N e w  M u ltip le  Range test (Edwards, 1960) ind icated  that a greater mean percentage  
o f the most frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 1, see Tab le  9) than o f the 
least frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 4 , see Table 9) was constructed 
(p <  .005 ) to problem , W E H T N G IA . (See Table 1 4 .)  W ith0^ -  .0 5 , ap p lica tio n  
o f Duncan's N e w  M u ltip le  Range test revealed  that a s ig n ifican tly  greater mean per­
centage o f the next to the most frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 2 , see 
Tab le  9 ) than o f the least frequent bigram frequency class o f ss (class 4 , see Table 9) 
was constructed to problem , W E H T N G IA  (p <  .0 5 ) .  (See Table 1 4 .)
Measure 2 . — Table 15 shows, for each of the bigram frequency classes of 
ss to each of the problems, the number o f Ss who constructed at least one so lu tion .
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Table 13
Duncan's N e w  M u ltip le  Range Test
A p p lied  to differences between mean percentages o f  
frequency classes ss constructed to problem , APDILENR
0 ) (2) (3) (4)
M ean per­
A
1 3 .3  (1 1 .5 )
B
3 0 .0  (2 7 .8 )
C
4 3 .6  (4 6 .5 ) Shortest
centage0 sign ificant
ranges
A  1 3 .3  (1 1 .5 ) 1 6 .3 3 5 .0 R2 = 15.61
B 3 0 .0  (2 7 .8 ) 1 8 .7 R3= 1 6 .2 3
A B C
A p p lie d  to d ifferences between mean percentages o f 
frequency classes ss constructed to problem , AFRILSTE




1 2 .5  (1 2 .0 )
(2)
B
1 5 .0  (1 3 .5 )
(3)
C





A 1 2 .5  (1 2 .0 ) 1 .5 b 3 2 .4 R2 = 15.61
B 1 5 .0  (1 3 .5 ) 3 0 .9 R3= 1 6 .2 3
A B C
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Table 13 -  cont'd.
N o te . — A ny two bigram frequency class mean percentages not underscored 
by the same line are s ig n ifican tly  d iffe ren t (|> <  .0 0 5 ) . A ny  two bigram frequency  
class mean percentages underscored by the same line are not s ig n ifican tly  d ifferent 
( p <  .0 0 5 ) .
aM ean percentages w ith in  the parentheses were derived from transformed 
(arc sine) data and were subjected to Duncan's test.
was ca lcu la ted  for = .0 5  (R= 1 0 .6 0 ) ,  A and B were not s ig n ifican tly  
d iffe ren t (p < . 0 5 ) .
Table 14
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Duncan's N e w  M u ltip le  Range Test
A p p lied  to differences between mean percentages of 








percen 3 3 .8  5 2 .0 6 0 .0 Shortest
sign ificant
ranges
A 3 3 .8 1 8 .2 ° 2 6 .2 R2 = 21 .10
B 5 2 .0 8 .0 R3= 21 .93
A B C
N o te . -— A ny two bigram frequency class mean percentages not under­
scored by the same line are s ig n ifican tly  d iffe ren t (p <  .0 0 5 ) . A n y  two bigram  
frequency class mean percentages underscored by the same lin e  are not s ig n ifican tly  
d ifferen t (p < .0 0 5 ).
0^2 was ca lcu la ted  for«< = .0 5  (R = 1 4 .3 2 ) .  B (class 2 ) and A  (class 4) 
were s ig n ifican tly  d iffe ren t (p <  .0 5 ) .
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Table 15
N o . of Ss Who Constructed a t Least O ne Solution 
from Frequency Classes
Problems
C l a s s e s
1 2 3 4
C V V C
APD ILENR 19 6 13
LOMASETR 19 15
M IE D A L N H 20 9 15
BDAERO M N 19 18
AFRILSTE 19 7 6
CC
W E H T N G IA 19 19 14
A P O S D C IL N o comparisons possible
TORSECPA 19 18
IGARDPEB N o comparisons possible
A R H C TN E I 16 19
N o te .— N  = 2 0
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The summarized data ind icated  that for each o f the five  C V V C  problems, a greater 
number o f Ss constructed a t  least one solution from the class o f ss w ith the greatest 
bigram  frequency than from those w ith  the smaller bigram frequencies. A  predicted  
outcome therefore occurred fiv e  out o f five  times, more frequently than could be 
expected  by chance (binomial test, _p = .0 3 1 ). The predicted find ing , how ever, 
was obtained w ith only one o f the three C C  problems for which ss could be classi­
fie d  into two or more bigram frequency classes. For only one C C  problem did a 
greater number o f Ss construct a t least one solution from the ss class w ith the g reat­
est bigram frequency than from those w ith smaller bigram frequencies. The data 
from both the five  C V V C  and three CC problems were also com bined. Results from
the binom ial test (S ieg e l, 1956) in d ica ted  that the p robab ility  that a predicted
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result would occur six out o f e ight times was . 145.
N o  s ta tis tica lly  s ign ificant relationship was found between the number o f Ss 
constructing a t least one solution from a ss class and e ither bigram distance or 
bigram d irec tio n .
DISCUSSION
Effects of Practice
Analysis of the results has indicated that the problem -solving strategy 
behavior o f co llege students can be m odified under standard and contro lled  e xp eri­
mental conditions. Ss a llow ed  to practice w ith one o f two u n fam ilia r, nonpreferred  
and d iff ic u lt strategies were ab le  to adopt them in finding solutions to m u ltip le -  
solution anagram problems. Furthermore, Ss becam e more p ro fic ien t in the ir use 
w ith increasing amounts o f p ra c tic e . A  sign ificant practice e ffe c t was evident even 
in the performance o f Ss working w ith the CC strategy, the more d iff ic u lt  o f the two 
strategies and the one for which e a rlie r  studies in the current series had revealed  no 
practice effect under standard experim ental conditions. The positive findings im ply  
that procedures can be developed to greatly  improve the performance o f Ss who are  
working on complex tasks for which successful performance is dependent on the 
effic ie n t use o f particu lar specific  strategies.
In spite of the positive findings, however, it is c lear that the strategy  
behavior o f a ll Ss did not show a positive practice e ffe c t . M any o f the Ss who per­
formed very poorly and showed l i t t le  increase w ith practice  in the number o f ss con­
structed were Ss who made se lf-depracato ry  statements. (See A ppendix C . )  O n e  
S who worked in one of the group conditions, for exam ple , made several comments 
upon entering the room and sitting down in which he "predicted" that his performance 
would be one o f the worst. Later, upon hearing that he had not received a h .p .s . ,
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this S emphatically said: "I knew it!  I knew i t ! "  Remarks like these may reflect 
feelings of low esteem apd little  confidence in intellectual ab ility . Such feelings 
probably reduced S motivation for remaining with the difficult task of using the non­
preferred CVVC or CC strategy after many initial attempts in working with it had 
proven unsuccessful. They may also have depressed performance by eliciting fre­
quently reinforced response habits of "leaving" situations which threaten to bring 
about failure at a task.
Other Ss who showed little  improvement with practice were ones who were 
subjected to a feature of the experimental design. This aspect of the design, the 
fact that some Ss did not receive a h .p .s . on three successive problems and others 
on the first two, may have hindered improvement by greatly reducing S expectation 
of successful performance and_Smotivation for remaining at a difficult task. This 
hypothesis was suggested when it was noted that several Ss receiving such scores 
sighed, pushed away their experimental booklets slightly, or angrily labeled the 
task "impossible!"
Effects of Group Size
Ss working individually in groups of five showed smaller practice effects 
than did Ss who participated in the study one at a time. One factor which can 
account for this result was the absence of highly motivated, task-involved Ss in one 
group. Instead, the majority of Ss in this all male experimental group, the poorest 
performing group of Ss (Group 11 -  2), responded laughingly to the frequent remarks
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and laughter o f one o f  the five  Ss. It seemed a t times as i f  the remarks o f this "w ise­
cracking" S, who frequently asked when he could le a v e , had greater reinforcing  
properties than those o f the E .
Absence o f large practice effects for this as w ell as the other groups o f Ss 
working in d iv id u a lly  in groups o f five  can perhaps also be exp la ined  by an aspect o f 
the experim ental design. This feature was that Ss first had to w a it for each other to 
complete scoring the ir performance and in ad d itio n , had to w a it for the E to come 
and scan their papers before they received  knowledge o f the ir performance (h .p .s .  
or lack o f h .p .s . ) .  The effectiveness o f the design in bringing about improvement 
w ith  practice  may therefore have been reduced through a de lay  o f reinforcem ent 
e f fe c t .
Three Stimulus dimensions and Use o f the C V V C  and CC Strategies
Bigram d istance. — The results ind icate  that bigram distance does not a ffe c t  
use o f C V V C  and C C  strategies. The probability  that a s tra tegy-re levan t solution  
would be constructed did not vary as a function o f bigram distance class.
The evidence from this experim ent, therefore, does not support the hypo­
thesis, suggested by a u x ilia ry  findings obtained in Study 1, that the p robab ility  that 
a solution w ill be constructed varies as an inverse function o f its vowel or consonant 
bigram distance. The results, however, were not a c tu a lly  contrary to those obtained  
in Study 1, for as .it has been recen tly  rea lized  by the E , the hypothesized important 
role p layed  by distance was based on observations in which three out of four letters o f
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solutions were found e ith er d ire c tly  or nearly  d ire c tly  next to each other in the prob­
lem presented, For exam ple , three o f the four letters o f the solution D IA L  are  
found d ire c tly  ad jacent to each other in problem , M IE D A L N H .
Failure to obtain any bigram distance classes e ffec t can a Iso be attribu ted  
to the analyses that were chosen for use. These analyses did not take into account 
that Ss solving m ultip le -so lu tion  anagrams look back a t the solutions they have 
a lread y  constructed (Study 1 ) ,  as w ell as to the problem its e lf. The bigram distance 
for a particu lar solution that a S constructs, therefore may not be determined by the 
distance between the vowel or consonant pair in the problem . Instead, i t  may be 
determined by its distance in one o f the previous solutions, one o f the solutions 
a lread y  constructed.
Bigram d irec tio n . -— The data to some o f the problems show that bigram  
direction  affects the use o f the C V V C  and CC strategies. W ith most o f the problems, 
the p robab ility  that a s tra teg y -re levan t solution would be constructed did not vary as 
a function o f bigram direction class.
Interpretation o f these results is d iff ic u lt , though, because; 1) the an a ­
lyses made did not take into account that Ss look back at solutions they have a lread y  
constructed and 2 ) neither bigram distance no d irection  were held constant in the 
analyses conducted. (See Appendix D . )
Bigram freq u en cy .— The evidence from the experim ent is that bigram fre ­
quency affects  use o f the C V V C  and C C  strategies. The p robab ility  that a strategy­
re levan t solution would be constructed varied  as an increasing function o f bigram  
freq u en cy .
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The results can be understood in terms of frequently  reinforced language habits. 
An obvious conclusion that can be drawn is that the past experience of an S plays an 
important role in the a tta in in g  o f problem solutions. For exam ple, the bigrams most 
frequently appearing in w ritten  and spoken English probably served as cues most l ik e ly  
to e l ic i t  solution words. Ss m anipulating letters so as to discover vowel or consonant 
bigrams also probably more often formed the most common bigrams.
The responses that Ss made in constructing solutions w ith h ighly frequent 
bigrams may also have been an aspect o f a more general strategy, used by humans in 
the solution o f  w ide varie ties  o f problems. The strategy is that o f solving problems 
by attending the most usual kinds o f stim uli and by m aking common responses. This 
strategy, i f  it  is a c tu a lly  held by humans, would seem to be one w ith a long history of 
reinforcem ent, both in the history o f the human species as w ell as the life  o f the in d i­
vidual . It may be a most e ff ic ie n t strategy for most responses which have to be made 
and most simple problems which have to be solved. But, i t  also would appear to be 
a qu ite  useless strategy for the solution o f long standing or new but very d iffic u lt  
problems.
In the experim ent conducted, the hypothesized strategy may have served to 
help set a ce ilin g  on performance and the positive e ffec t o f p ra c tic e . Thus, Ss prob­
a b ly  did not use the skills they have for the forming of solutions w ith low probabilities  
o f construction. N or d id they probably develop new skills or capac ities .
O ne im plication  that the hypothesized general strategy has for future studies 
is that Ss can perhaps be introduced to the opposite strategy, that o f a tta in in g  many
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solutions by attending to the more uncommon stimuli and stimulus dimensions and by 
making more uncommon responses. In this w ay, the performance o f Ss using task- 
specific  strategies may be m ax im ized . But even more im portant, such attempts a t 
m odifying general strategies may lead to the developm ent o f methods by which Ss 
can acquire various general problem -solving strategies and other skills w ith wide  
transfer to new strategies and d iffe ren t problem situations.
Interpretations of some negative results. — The data ind ica te  that a s ig n ifi­
cant bigram frequency classes e ffe c t was not found w ith  the solutions to some o f the 
problems. This was probably due, in part, to the fact that each o f many o f the 
bigram frequency as w ell as the bigram distance and bigram direction classes con­
sisted o f a very  small number o f ss . In e ffe c t, the mean percentage of bigram fre ­
quency classes constructed was in many cases determined by ind iv idual solution pecu­
lia rities  and not by frequency class. For exam ple, w ith  one problem a lread y  dis­
cussed (M IE D A L N H ), the bigram frequency class (class 4 ) for which a greater than 
expected mean percentage o f ss was constructed consisted o f only one solution (D IA L ).
Exam ination o f  the cases in which sign ificant bigram frequency effects were 
not evident also reveals that there are aspects to solving m u ltip le -so lu tion  anagrams 
which m inim ize effects o f bigram frequency on the construction o f solutions. One  
factor which apparently m aximizes the p robab ility  that a solution (four letters in 
length) w ill be constructed, regardless o f its bigram frequency class, is the presence 
in the problem itse lf o f three letters in close proxim ity . For exam ple, three o f the 
four letters in the solution D IA L  were found d irec tly  next to each other in the problem
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M IE D A L N H . As It  has been previously noted, this was the one solution o f the fre ­
quency 4 class o f ss for which a much greater than expected mean percentage of ss 
was constructed. Another exam ple, involving the solution R O A M  to the problem , 
B D A E R O M N , can also be c ite d . This is a strategy re levant solution, contain ing  
the vowel bigram O A , which was constructed by 75%  o f the Ss. Each o f the other 
four ss contain ing the vowel bigram O A , in contrast, was constructed by a mean 
percentage o f less than 50%  o f the Ss.
This last exam ple also points to another factor which may m in im ize  effects  
o f bigram frequency. This and other examples have suggested that Ss probably hold  
m ultip le  hypotheses or use several strategies in constructing the restricted kinds of 
solutions labeled  ss. In constructing the s tra tegy-re levan t solution, R O A M , from 
the problem, -B D A ER O M N , for exam ple, Ssmay also have been using the general 
strategy o f sounding o u t, the strategy found to be a prevalent one in Studies 1 and 2 , 
coming to the solution by sounding out d iffe ren t variations o f the O  sound.
In constructing ss, Ss may also have been using another strategy, one 
reinforced a long w ith the specific strategies of form ing C V V C  or CC solutions. The 
strategy referred to is that o f constructing ss which can be categorized gram m atically  
as nouns or verbs o f  the present tense . Its use may help to exp la in  the much smaller 
than expected mean percentage of class ss that was constructed from the bigram fre ­
quency 3 class o f ss to problem, A P D ILE N R , for In  this class, two of the four solutions 
were verbs o f the past tense (LIED, P IE D ). In contrast, a total of only three  
solutions can be categorized  as verbs o f the past tense when a l l  the fo u r-le tte r  ss
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fiiom a ll the five  C V V C  problems are considered. Another exam ple , one involving  
the solution DOER to the C V V C  problem , B D A E R O M N , can also be c ited  in support 
o f the hypothesis that S use o f add itiona l strategies m inim izes the e ffec t o f bigram 
frequency in the construction o f some o f the ss . This solution is the on ly  fo u r-le tte r  
strategy-re levan t solution o f any o f the solutions possible w ith the fiv e  C V V C  
problems which can be considered as a noun derived from a verb (DO *ER)o This 
is also one which was constructed by a much few er number o f Ss (10% ) than any o f 
the five  solutions (a mean percentage o f  50%  o f the Ss) whose O A  vowel bigram 
placed them in the same bigram frequency ss class and the same bigram direction  
class.
SU M M A R Y
Forty co llege students w orking under conditions designed to m axim ize  
performance were instructed to use one o f two d if f ic u lt , task-specific  problem ­
solving strategies. It  was found that the strategies were adopted by Ss and 
became more dominant with reinforced practice  on five  SAT problems, as 
evidenced by the consistently increasing numbers o f s tra tegy-re levan t solutions 
(ss) constructed. The absence o f a positive practice e ffe c t w ith some Ss was 
noted and factors, invo lv ing  size o f experim ental group, individual S differences  
and an aspect o f the experim ental design, which may have been responsible for 
the findings, were noted.
The relationship between three stimulus dimensions and the construction 
o f solutions was e v a lu a ted . It was found that bigram frequency, and in some 
instances bigram d ire c tio n , a ffec ted  the p robab ility  that a particu lar strategy­
re levan t solution would be constructed. N o  such relationship was found w ith  
bigram distance. Results were interpreted in terms o f frequently reinforced  
language habits and several problem -solving strategies which may have been
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A P P E N D I X
APPENDIX A
During this experim ent you w ill be playing a problem -solving g am e. It is 
important to remember that i f  you work hard and learn to p lay  w ell ea rly  in the 
game, you can leave much before the two hours have elapsed and still receive fu ll 
cred it „
When I g ive the s ignal, turn the page and read four o f the five  basic rules 
o f the gam e. Then go on to the next page and read the most important ru le o f  
the game, which tells  you how to do rea lly  w e ll, I f  you fo llo w  it  c a re fu lly .
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WORD CONSTRUCTION GAME
This is a game in which you w ill construct1 words out o f a basic le tte r com­
bination which you w ill have in front of you w h ile  you w ork. A fte r a few  minutes 
w ith  each le tte r com bination, you w ill be given a short rest, then you w ill work on 
a d iffe ren t le tte r com bination. As you w ork, you w ill turn over the pages so that 
the previous le tte r combination you have worked on w ill not be v is ib le .
The rules you should fo llo w  are these;
1 . Use any number o f letters you wish out o f the basic le tte r com bination -  
from one to as many letters as there are in the le tte r com bination.
2 . Use each le tte r only once in a given w ord. O f  course, you can construct 
many words using the same le tte r once each tim e as a part o f each single word.
3 .  Construct only English words. Foreign words do not coun t. N e ith e r  
do prefixes or suffixes ( e . g . ,  "p re -"  or " - in g " ) .
4 .  Construct no proper nouns, that is, no name whose first le tte r would be 
c a p ita liz e d .
Try the fo llow ing  le tter com bination; MDEA
Some o f the words you could make would be; A ,  M A D , M A , . D A M , DA M E and  
M E .: DE would not be usable under the rules because If is a foreign word meaning  
"of" In  several languages, and not an English w ord. MAE also would not count, 
since it is a proper noun -  the name o f a specific  g ir l,  which name would always 
have the first le tte r c a p ita liz e d . You could not use M A D A M  because that would  
mean that you were using the letters "m" and "a" tw ice  in the same w ord. Remem­
b er, use each le tte r on ly  once in each word you construct, use no proper nouns, and 
use no foreign words. These words would not count and would just slow you down.
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Rules o f the W ORD C O N S T R U C T IO N  G A M E  page 2
5c For a ll words that you construct that begin w ith  a consonant which is 
fo llow ed by a pair o f vowels and another consonant (C V V C ), you receive ten 
(10) points. Vow els, as you w ill remember, are the letters A ,  E, I* O ,  or U 
and consonants are a ll other le tters . W ith the vowel pair A l ,  for exam ple, words 
such as b A It and sAII can be constructed. The words hEArd and rEAch contain  
the vowel pair EA .
A ll other accep tab le  words that you construct w ithout an in it ia l consonant 
which is fo llow ed by a pair o f vowels and another consonant, such as B A N D  and 
S U N , receive one (1) p o in t.
Some of the basic le tter combinations w ill be easier and some more d iffic u lt  
than others. You w ill score yourself a t the end o f each basic le tte r com bination. 
Then, when I ask, you w ill show me the basic le tter com bination on which you 
have worked and the score you 've a tta in ed  and I w ill scan your scoring for 
accu rac y . I w ill then be ab le  to compare your performance on that basic le tter  
com bination w ith that o f previous high scoring co llege students who have construc­
ted many ten -p o in t words on that particu lar problem, and w ill le t you know i f  you 
have reached a high performance score.
Just as soon as you reach a high performance score on four basic le tter 
com binations, you w ill be ab le  to leave w ith  fu ll cred it for the session.
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Rules of the W O RD C O N S T R U C T IO N  G A M E  page 2
5 .  For a ll words that you construct that begin w ith  two consonants (C C ), 
you receive  ten (10) points. Consonants, as you w ill remember, are  a ll letters  
besides A ,  E, I ,  O ,  or U„ S and T are two consonants. The words STem and  
STamp, for exam ple, begin w ith this consonant p a ir . W ith  B and L, two other 
consonants, words such as BLue and BLond can be form ed.
A ll  other acceptab le  words that you construct without an in it ia l two con­
sonants, such as B A N D  and S U N , receive  (1) po in t.
Some of the basic le tter combinations w ill be easier and some more d if f i ­
cu lt than others. You w ill score yourself a t  the end o f each basic le tte r com bina­
t io n . Then, when 1 ask, you w ill show me the basic le tter com bination on which  
you have worked and the score you've a tta in ed  and I w ill scan your scoring for 
a ccu rac y . I w ill then be ab le  to compare your performance on that basic le tte r  
combination w ith  that o f previous high scoring collegestudents who have constructed  
many ten point words on that p articu lar problem , and w ill let you know i f  you have 
reached a  high performance score.
Just as soon as you reach a high performance score on four basic le tte r  
combinations, you w ill be ab le  to le a v e , w ith fu ll c red it for the session.
Comments M ad e by E between Problems
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To high scorerss
1 . V e ry  good. V e ry , very good
2 . Keep it u p . Keep after those 
high point words.
3 ° G r e a t !
4 .  You got i t .  . . you made a 
high performance score.
(a fte r e ither problem 1 or 2 , and 
problem 5 or 6 )
(a fte r e ith er problem 1 or 2 )
(a fte r e ither problem 3 or 4 , and 
problem 5 or 6 )
(a fte r e ith er problem 3 or 4)
To low scorers:
1 . N o  . . . you didn 't  make i t .
2 .  And go a fte r those 10-po in t 
words . . . that's the only
to get those high performance 
scores q u ic k ly .
3 .  But now re a lly  dig in , 
everyone can become a 
high scorer.
4 .  You can s till make i t .
You s till have an exce llen t 
c h an ce .
(a fte r e ither problem 1 or 2 , and  
problem 5 or 6 )
(a fte r e ither problem 1 or 2 , and 
problem 5 or 6 )
(a fte r e ither problem 3 or 4 )
(a fte r e ither problem 3 or 4)
To those Ss working on problems a fte r problem 5%
The rules o f the game are s till the same. . The performance standards, 
though, have been set a l i t t le  low er.





N o . of CVVC Solutions x 10
N o . of other Solutions x 1
Score
Basic Setter combinations
A PD ILEN R
Solutions %
N o . of CVVC Solutions x 10
No . of other solutions x 1
Score
Basic letter combination;
B D A ER O M N
Solutions;
N o . of CVVC Solutions x 10





N o . of CVVC Solutions x 10
N o . of other Solutions x 1
Score
Basic letter combination:
M IE D A L N H
Solutions:
N o. of CVVC Solutions x 10
N o . of other Solutions x 1
Score
Basic letter combination;
A R H C TN E I
Solutions;
N o . of CC Solutions x 10
No . of other Solutions x 1
Score
Basic le tte r com bination; 
A P O S D C IL
Solutions;
N o . of CC solutions x 10





N o . of CC Solutions x 10





N o . of CC So!utions x 10





No . of CC Solutions x 10
N o . of other Solutions x 1
Score
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CVVC Problems and their ss
APDILENR
DEAL L A IN LIAR NEAR PEAR R A IN E D
D EA N LAIR LIED PAID PEARL READ
DEAR LEAD LIEN PAIL PIED REAL
D IA L LEAN N A IL P A IN PIER REAP
DIALER LEAP N A ILE D PAIR RAID REIN
DIAPER LEAR NAILER PAIRED RAIL
LAID LEARN NEAP PEAL R A IN
AFRILSTE
FAIL FEAST LEAST REAL SEAR TEARS
FAILS FEAT LIAR REALS SEAT TIER
FAIR FEATS LIEF REALIST TA IL TIES
FAIRS LAIR LIES REAP TAILER
FEAL LEAF RAIL RIAL TAILS
FEAR LEAR RAILS SAIL TEAL
FEARS LEARS RAISE SEAL TEAR
BD A ER O M N
BEAD BEAR BOARD DOER M O A N E D R O A D
BEAM BEARD DEA N M E A D NEAR R O A M
BEAN BOAR DEAR M E A N READ R O A M I
M O A N REAM R O A N
LOMASETR
LEAR M E A N REALM ROAMER SEAR TEAMS
LEAST MEAT REAM RO AM S SEAT TEAR
LO A M M O A T REAMS ROAST SOAR TEARS
M EAL M O A TS MEATS SEAL TEAL TEAS
MEALS REAL R O A M SEAM TEAM TOES
M IE D A L N H
DEAL HEAD L A IN LIEN M A ILE D M E A N
DEA N HAILED LEAD M A ID M A IN M IE N
DIA L HEAL LEAN M A ID E N M EA D N A IL
H A IL LAID LIED M A IL MEAL N A IL E D
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CC Problems and their ss
W E H T N G IA
G N A T THE T H IN G T W IN W HAT W H IG
G N A W THEN T W A IN T W IN E WHEAT W H IN E
T H A N T H IN T W A N G T W IN G E W H E N W HIT
T H A W T H IN E T W IG W H A N G WHET WHITE
WHITEI
A P O S D C IL
C LA D CLIP C LO P PLAIDS SCALD SLID
CLAP CLIPS CLOPS PLO D SCALP SLIP
CLASP C L O D PLA C ID PLODS S C O LD SLOP
CLAPS CLO DS PLAID SCAD SLAP SPA
SPO IL
TORSECPA
CRAP: PRATE SCAT SPAR SPORE STOP
CRAPS PREST . SCOPE SPARE SPORT STORE
CRAPE PRO SCORE SPARSE SPOT STRAP
CRATE PROSE SCRAP SPAT STAR STREP
CREPT . SCAPE SCRAPE SPEAR STARE STROP
CREST SCAR SPA SPIRE ST EAR TRACE
CROP SCARE SPACE SPIT STEP TRAP
TRAPS
IGARDPEB
BRA BREAD BRIG DREG GRAPE PRIDE
BRAD BRED DRAB DRIP G R ID PRIG
BRAG BRIDE D RAG GRAB GRIP
BRAID BRIDGE DRAPE GRADE GRIPE
A R H C TN E I
C H A IN CHART C H IN A CRATE TH EN THRICE
C HAIR CHAT C H IN E C RETIN THEIR TRACE
C H A N T CHEAT C H IT T H A N T H IN TR A IN
CHAR C H IN CRAN E THE T H IN G TR A N C I
N o te . -^ A c c e p ta b ility  and spelling o f C V V C  and C C  ss checked w ith  Webster's 
seventh new c o lle g ia te  d ic tionary  (1 967 ).
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A P P E N D IX  B 
4 -L e tte r  C V V C  ss C ategorized  into Classes
Distance Classes
A PDILENR REAL
REAP M IE N
0 (0 ss) 5 (0 ss) 1 8 (ss)
1 (5 ss) 6 (0 ss) DEAL
REIN 6 (0 ss) D E A N
LIED LOMASETR HEAD
LIEN 0 (0 ss) LEAD
PIED 1 (18 ss) LEAD
PIER LEAR M E A D
2 (13 ss) M EAL M E A L
LA ID M E A N M E A N
L A IN MEAT 2 (8 ss)
LAIR REAL H A IL
N A IL REAM LA ID
PAID SEAL L A IN
PAIL SEAM M A ID
P A IN SEAR M A IL
PAIR SEAT M A IN
RAID TEAL N A IL
RAIL TEAM D IA L
R A IN TEAR 3 (0 ss)
D IA L TEAS 4 (0 ss)
LIAR L O A M 5 (0 ss)
3 (0 ss)
4  '{1 4  ss)
M O A T
R O A M
6 (0 ss)
DEAL SOAR B D A ER O M N
D E A N 2 (Oss) 0 (1 1 ss)
DEAR 3 (0 ss) BEAD
LEAD 4 (Oss) BEAM
LEAN 5 (0 ss) BEAN
LEAP
LEAR
6 (0 ss) BEAR
D E A N
NEAP M IE D A L N H DEAR
NEAR 0 (3  ss) M E A D










M O A N  
R O AD  
R O A M  
R O A N
3 (0 ss)
4 -(0 ss)
5 ' (0 ss)































D irection  Classes
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A PDILENR
Positive (15 ss) 
LAID  
L A IN  
LAIR 
N A IL  
PAID  
PAIL 









N e g a tiv e  (17 ss) 
DEAL  














DIA L  
LIAR
LOMASETR
Positive (4 ss) 
L O A M  
M O A T  
R O A M  
SOAR
N e g a tiv e  (14  ss) 
LEAR 
M E A N  









TEA M  
TEAR 
TEAS
M IE D A L N H  
Positive (13 ss) 
DEAL  





M E A D  
M EAL  
M E A N  
D IA L  
LIED 
LIEN  
M IE N  
N e g a tiv e  (7 ss) 
H A IL  
LA ID  
L A IN  
M A ID  
M A IL  
M A IN  
N A IL
B D A ER O M N
Positive (0 ss)





D E A N  
DEAR 
M E A D  





M O A N  
R O A D  
R O A M  
R O A N  
DOER
AFRILSTE
Positive (8  ss) 




SA IL  
TA IL  
LIES 
TIER












LIAR LOMASETR 3 (3 ss)
RIAL 1 (0 ss) LIED
2 (14  ss) L IEN
Frequency Classes LEAR M IE N
M EA L 4 (1 ss)
A PDILENR  M E A N  D IA L
1 (0 ss) MEAT
2 (25 ss) REAL B D A ER O M N
LA ID  REAM 1 (Oss)
L A IN  SEAL 2 (11 ss)
LAIR SEAM  BEAD
N A IL  SEAR BEAM
PAID SEAT BEAN
PAIL TEAL BEAR
P A IN  TEAM  D EA N
PAIR TEAR DEAR
RAID  TEAS M EAD
RAIL 3 (4  ss) M E A N
R A IN  L O A M  NEAR
DEAL M O A T  READ
D E A N  R O A M  REAM
DEAR SOAR 3 (6  ss)
LEAD 4 (Oss) BOAR
LEAN M O A N
LEAP M IE D A L N H  R O A D
LEAR 1 (Oss) R O A M
NEAP 2 (15  ss) R O A N
NEAR H A IL  DOER
PEAL LAID  4 (Oss)
PEAR LA IN
READ M A ID  AFRILSTE
REAL M A IL  1 (Oss)
REAP M A IN  2 (17 ss)
3 ( 4 ss) N A IL  FAIL
LIED DEAL FAIR
LIEN D E A N  RAIL
PIED HEAD SAIL
PIER LEAD TA IL
4 (3 ss) LEAN FEAL
REIN M E A D  FEAR
D IA L  M EAL FEAT














4 (2 ss) 
LIAR 
RIAL
4 -L e tte r  C C  as C ategorized  into Classes
Distance Classes
W E H T N G IA A P O S P C IL TORSECPA
0  (6  ss) 0  (0  ss) 0  (Oss)
G N A T 1 (5 ss) 1 (3 ss)
G N A W C L A D SCAR
T H A N CLAP SCAT
TH A W CLIP TRAP
TH EN C L O D 2 (9 ss)
T H IN C LO P CRAP
1 (5 ss) SCAD CROP
W HAT 2  (0  ss) SPAR
W H E N 3 (4 ss) SPAT
WHET SLAP SPIT
W H IG SLID SPOT
W H IT SLIP STAR
2  (2  ss) SLOP STEP
T W IG 4 (0 ss) STOP
T W IN 5 (1 ss) 3 (0 ss)
3 (Oss) PLO D 4 (0 ss)
4  (0  ss) 6  (0  ss) 5 (Oss)
5 (0 ss) 6  (0  ss)








1 (4 ss) 
GRAB  









4  (0 ss)
5 (Oss)
6 (Oss)
A R H C TN EI
0 (4 ss) 
CHAR  
C H A T  
C H IN  
C H IT
1 (3 ss) 
T H A N  






6  (0  ss)
D irection  Classes
W E H T N G IA  
Positive (5 ss) 
W HAT  
W H E N  
WHET 
W H IG  
W HIT  
N e g a tiv e  (8  ss) 
G N A T  
G N A W  
T H A N  
T H A W  
TH EN  
T H IN  
T W IG  
T W IN
A P O S D C IL  
Positive (11 ss) 
C L A D  
CLAP  
CLIP  
C L O D  
C LO P  






N e g a tiv e  (0 ss)
TORSECPA  






























A R H C TN E I 
Positive (0  ss) 
N e g a tiv e  (7 ss) 
CHAR  
C H A T  
C H IN  
C H IT  




W E H T N G IA PLO D IGARDPEB
1 (4 ss) SCAD 1 (0  ss)
T H A N SLAP 2  (0  ss)
T H A W SLID 3 (0 ss)
THEN SLIP 4 (12 ss)
T H IN SLOP BRAD
2 (5 ss) BRAG
W HAT T ORSECPA BRED
W H EN 1 (0  ss) BRIG
WHET 2  (0  ss) DRAB
W H IG 3 (4 ss) DRAG
W HIT STAR DREG
3 (Oss) STEP DRIP
4 (4 ss) STOP GRAB
G N A T TRAP G R ID
G N A W 4 (8  ss) GRIP
T W IG CRAP PRIG
T W IN CROP
SCAR A R H C TN E I
A P O S D C IL SCAT 1 (3 ss)
1 (Oss) SPAR T H A N
2 .(0  ss) SPAT THEN
3 (0  ss) SPIT T H IN
4  (11 ss) SPOT 2  (Oss)
C LA D 3 (Oss)
CLAP 4 (4 ss)
CLIP CHAR
C L O D CHAT
CLOP C H IN
C H IT
APPENDIX C
Summary of S e lf-deprecato ry  Comments M ade by some o f the S 
Partic ipating  in the Thesis Experiment
Some of the Ss who took part in the thesis experim ent performed very poorly 
and showed lit t le  increase w ith  practice in the number of ss constructed. M any of 
these Ss made statements which were thought to re fle c t feelings o f low esteem and  
l i t t le  confidence in in te lle c tu a l a b i l i ty .  These feelings probably depressed perfor­
mance by reducing S m otivation for rem aining w ith  the experim ental task and by 
e lic it in g  habits o f " leav in g " situations which threaten to bring about fa ilu re .
The remarks are as follows?
1 . A  m ale S , working in one o f the 5 -S  group conditions.
a . Upon entering the room, he said to E; " I 'd  like  you to know —
I'm s tup id ."
b . W h ile  aw a itin g  the instructions o f the E, he said to two o f the 
other Ss; "D on 't w orry, yo u 'll do better than m e. I ' l l  be one o f the w orst."
c .  A fte r he was informed that he had not received a h .p .s .  for 
problem 1 , he said; " I knew  i t !  I knew it ! "
2 .  A  fem ale S, working in one o f the individual conditions.
a . M an y  o f the Ss were telephoned by the E the n ight before the S 
was scheduled to take part in the experim ent, and b rie fly  reminded o f the
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previously agreed upon time and p la c e . During this conversation, the S said:
(1 ) "M y  mother is in psychological work to o ."
(2 ) "M y  brother is doing research . . . "
(3) The S also m entioned that her brother was in Princeton and  
had won a fellow ship ( it  may have been a W ilson).
b . The first sentence spoken by S upon entering the room included  
the fo llow ing  remark: "I hated being in my Mom's I . Q .  exp erim en t."
c » A fte r  the experim ent was conducted and a b rie f questioning period  
occurred , E began to gather up her m aterials .
(1 ) A t this ti me the S spontaneously spoke o f the many in te lle c ­
tual and academ ic successes o f her mother (has received  a Master's in counseling; 
was apparently  made chairman o f a department a t  a small co llege a t a young age) 
and brother (high marks, fellow ship re c ip ie n t).
(2 ) She also said: " I did very  poorly in school; that's why I 
le ft  for one ye a r. ! went to Seattle  and worked as a telephone o p era to r."
3 .  A  fem ale , working in one o f the 5 -S  group conditions. ...
a.  When she began work on the first problem, the S said: " O h !
I'm  not going to do w e ll ."
b . A fte r  hearing that she had not received a h .p .s .  on problem 1, 
she said: " I just can 't do th is! I just c a n 't ."
4 .  A  m ale S , working in one o f the 5 -S  group conditions. The S wore a 
short beard, long unkempt ha ir, shabby clothing and sneakers.
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a „ W h ile  signing up for the experim ent, he said; "I w on't have to 
do things in front of people w ill I? "
(S also made a statement to the E w hile  aw aitin g  the a rriva l o f the other 
Ss which perhaps more re flec ted  dislike of the university as a whole than feelings of 
low  esteem „ He said; "! love it  up here I" (The art studio and floor of the Find , 
Arts BuiIding.„) It's the only part o f the campus M ik e * 11
APPENDIX D
A dd itio n a l Results
Data produced by Ss were subjected to several add itional analyses. The 
results, however, have as yet not been subjected to statistical tests of s ig n ifican ce . 
They w ere, therefore, not included in the main body o f the thesis.
Three Stimulus Dimensions which D efine Solution Classes and Use o f the 
C W C  and CC Strategies
Bigram Frequency. — The e ffe c t o f bigram frequency class on the construc­
tion  o f ss was further evaluated  a fte r the data from a ll C W C  problems presented in 
ord ina l-pos ition  one were com bined. It was therefore possible to learn i f  the d if ­
ferences apparently  associated w ith  vowel bigram frequency class would be found 
w ith solutions produced by Ss who had as yet not had the opportunity to practice  on 
a ll five  problems . This was thought im portant since the five  problems contained a 
to tal of only seven vowel bigrams (A I, EA, IE, O A , O E , E l, IA ) . Furthermore, 
the mean number of problems in which the most frequent vowel bigrams appeared  
(class 2 )  was greater (four problems) than the mean number in which any of the other 
vowel bigrams appeared (2 problems). The differences a lready found, it  was thought, 
could therefore be a ttribu ted  to the greater opportunity that Ss had in practic ing  w ith  
the most frequent vowel bigrams as they solved anagrams.
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Table 16 shows that Ss solving ord inal-position  1 problems constructed a 
greater mean percentage o f the most frequent bigram frequency class o f ss than of 
either o f the two other bigram frequency classes. A  greater mean percentage of 
the most frequent bigram frequency class o f ss than o f e ither o f the two other bigram  
frequency classes was also constructed to the problems presented in ord inal-position
5 .
The o rd in a l-p o s itio n  1 and 5 d ata , summarized in Table 16, also ind icate  
that the percentage o f Ss constructing a t least one s tra teg y-re levan t solution was 
greatest w ith  the class o f ss contain ing  the vowel bigrams of greatest frequency.
Effects o f each o f the three stimulus dimensions a fte r one or both o f the 
others have been held constant. — For each o f the three stimulus dimensions, the 
mean percentage of solutions constructed from each class o f ss for each problem 
(where possible) is reported a fte r  each and both o f the two other stimulus dimensions 
were held constant. (See Tables 17, 18, 1 9 .)
W ith the distance dimension, five  comparisons were made w ith  the data to 
the C W C  problems a fte r d irection  had been held constant. (See Table 1 7 .) In 
holding direction constant, the E first compared only those solutions whose bigrams 
( C W C  or C C ) were classified as being positive in d irec tio n . She then compared 
only the solutions w ith  bigrams classified as being negative in d ire c tio n . For four 
of these comparisons, summarized in Table 17, a smaller mean percentage o f the 
smallest distance class of ss than of any of the other distance classes o f ss was 
constructed. A fte r bi gram -frequency had been kept constant, five  comparisons
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TABLE 16 
C V V C  ss Constructed
P robab ility  o f 
construction
Fr e q u e n c y  c l a s s e s
2
(E A ,A I)
3
( IE ,O A ,O E )
4
(E l, IA )
Performance w ith problems presented in ord inal-position  1
M ean percentage o f
class ss constructed 41 . 1 2 2 .7 2 5 .0
Percentage o f Ss who
constructed a t  least 9 5 .0 4 5 .0 4 1 .7
1 solution from class
Performance w ith problems presented in ord inal-position  5
M ean percentage o f
class ss constructed 6 3 .7 3 1 . 8 3 7 .5
Percentage o f Ss who
constructed a t least 1 0 0 . 0 7 0 .0 5 8 .3
1 solution from class
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were made w ith the C W C  problems- (See Table 1 7 .)  E first compared only those 
solutions whose bigrams ( C W C  or C C ) were classified as bigram frequency 2 , then 
only those solutions w ith  bigrams classified as bigram frequency 3 and f in a lly , those 
solutions classified as bigram frequency 4 . W ith three o f these comparisons, made 
w ith classes o f ss in which the vowel bigrams were categorized  as frequency 2  (the 
most frequent vowel b igram ), l i t t le  d ifference was found among classes o f ss. W ith  
the other two comparisons, made w ith  classes o f ss in which the vowel bigrams were 
categorized  as being less frequent than class 2  (3 and 4 ), a sm aller mean percentage 
o f the smaller distance classes of ss than o f other distance classes o f ss was construc­
te d . A fte r bigram d irection  and frequency had been held constant in the same w ay, 
two additional comparisons were made w ith  C W C  problems. The distance ss 
classes were again  classes in which the vowel bigrams were categorized  as being 
less frequent than class tw o . In each case, a smaller mean percentage of the 
smaller distance class o f ss than of the other distance class o f ss was constructed. 
Sim ilar comparisons were made w ith the CC problems. N o  consistent relationship  
was found, however, between distance class and the mean percentage o f the class 
ss constructed. (See Table 1 7 .)
W ith the dimension o f d irec tio n , four comparisons were made w ith  the C W C  
problems a fte r distance had been held constant. (See Table 1 8 .)  In this w ay, the 
E first compared ss w ith bigrams classified as bigram distance 1, and then those with 
bigrams classified as bigram distance 2 .  Table 18 indicates that w ith  distances 
0 , 3 , 4 ,  5  and 6 , no comparisons were possible between the mean percentages o f
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Table 17
M ean Percentage o f Distance Class ss Constructed w ith O ne or M ore  
other Stimulus Classes H e ld  Constant
Stimulus class D i s t a n c e  C la s s e s
held constant 0  1 2 3 4 5 6
C W C  problems
D irection
Positive
A PDILENR (IE ) (A l)
LOMASETR
1 3 .3  5 5 .5  
(4) (11)
N o  comparisons possible
M IE D A L N H (IE ) (EA)
B D A E R O M N
2 0 . 0  6 3 .0  
(3) (8 )
N o comparisons possible
AFRILSTE N o  comparisons possible
N e g a tiv e
A PDILENR (El) (IA )
1 0 .0  4 0 .0
(1) (2)
LOMASETR N o  comparisons possible
Table 17 -  cont'd .
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M IE D A L N H






M IE D A L N H
B D A ER O M N
AFRILSTE
N o comparisons possible
(EA) (O E ) (O A )
6 2 .7 1 0 . 0 5 2 .0
( 1 1 ) 0 ) (5)
(IA ) (EA)
1 5 .0 4 8 .3
(2 ) ( 12 )
(A I) (EA)
5 6 .4  5 0 .0
N o  comparisons possible 
(EA) (A I)
6 3 ,3  4 8 .6
(8 ) (7)
N o  comparisons possible
(A I) (EA)
5 5 .0  4 9 .2
(5) (12)





M IE D A L N H





M IE D A L N H  
B D A ER O M N  
AFRILSTE 
D irection  and Frequency 
P ositive -2  
P ositive -3  
P o s itive -4  
N e g a tiv e -2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
(O E ) (O A )
1 0 , 0  5 2 ,0  
(D  (5)
N o  comparisons possible
(E l) ( IA )
1 0 .0  3 7 o5
0 ) (2)
No comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
No comparisons possible
N o comparisons possible 
No comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
Table 17 -  cont'd.
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0 1 2 3 4  5 6
N e g a t iv e -3 N o  comparisons possible
A PDILENR N o comparisons possible
LOMASETR N o  comparisons possible
M IE D A L N H N o comparisons possible
B D A ER O M N (O E ) (O A )
1 0 .0  5 2 .0
(1) (5)
AFRILSTE N o  comparisons possible
N e g a t iv e -4
APDTLENR (El) (IA )
1 0 .0  3 7 .5
( 1) (2 )
LOMASETR N o  comparisons possible
M IE D A L N H N o  comparisons possible
B D A ER O M N N o  comparisons possible




W E H T N G IA  N o  comparisons possible
Table 17 -  cont'd.
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
N e g a tiv e
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
0 1 2  3 4 5  6
(C L , (SL) (PL)
SC)
2 8 .3  6 5 .0  7 0 .0
(6 ) (4) ( 1)
CTR,  ( S P )
SC)
4 3 .3  1 8 .0
(3) (4)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible
(TH , (T W )
G N )
4 8 .3  4 2 .5
(<5) (2)
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
(DR) (PR) (BR)
5 0 .0  1 0 .0  3 2 .5
(4) (1 ) (4)
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Table 17 -  cont'd .
1
A R H C TN E I
Frequency
1
(C H ) (TH)
6 0 .0  6 3 .3
(4) (3 )
N o  comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible
W E H T N G IA




A R H C TN E I
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
N o comparisons possible 
No comparisons possible
(TR) (ST)
7 0 .0  6 5 .0
(1 ) (3)





















I G AR DPEG
(SC) (CR,
SP)
3 0 .0 2 2 .5




5 7 .5 3 2 .5
(4) (4)
A R H C TN E I N o  comparisons possible
D irection  and Frequency
Positive-1 N o comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible
N o comparisons possible
Positive - 2  
P ositive-3  
P o s itive -4  
W E H T N G IA  
A P O S D C IL





3 6 .0 6 5 .0 7 0 .0
(6 ) (3) 0 )
(SC) (SP)
3 0 .0 2 2 .5
(2 ) (4)
Table 17 -  cont'd.
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IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
N e g a t iv e -1
N e g a tiv e -2
N e g a t iv e -3
N e g a tiv e -4
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORS£CPA
IGARDPEG
A R H C TN E I
0 1 2  3 
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible
(G N )  (TW )
2 5 .0  4 2 .5
(2) (2)
N o comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
(DR) (PR) (BR)
5 0 .0  1 0 .0  3 2 .5
(4) (1 ) (4)
N o  comparisons possible
N o te . — The number of ss which comprise a class is given below  the mean 
percentage o f ss constructed from the class.
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solutions constructed from the positive direction classes o f ss and the mean percen­
tages from the negative d irection classes. In each o f the comparisons that were 
m ade, a greater mean percentage o f the positive d irection  class o f ss than o f the 
negative d irection  class of ss was constructed. Three comparisons were then made 
with the C W C  problems a fte r bigram frequency had been held constant. (See Table  
1 8 .)  E compared on ly  those ss whose bigrams were classified as bigram frequency 2 . 
N o  comparisons were possible w ith  ss classified as class 3 or 4 .  In each case, ag a in , 
a greater mean percentage o f the positive d irection class o f ss than of the negative  
direction  class of ss was constructed. Differences between classes o f ss were 
g en era lly  sm all, how ever, in these seven comparisons. N o comparisons were pos­
sible a fter both vowel bigram distance and frequency had been held constant. Six 
comparisons were also made w ith the C C  problems a fte r d istance, d irection  and both 
distance and d irection  had been held constant. (See Table 1 8 .)  N o  consistent 
re lationship , however, was found between direction class and the mean percentage  
o f class ss constructed.
W ith  the bigram frequency dimension, five  comparisons were made w ith the 
solutions constructed to the C W C  problems a fte r distance had been held constant 
(See Table 1 9 .)  E first compared only the ss w ith bigrams classified as distance 1, 
then only the ss w ith  bigrams classified as distance 2  and las tly , the ss w ith bigrams 
classified as distance 3 .  N o comparisons were possible w ith bigram distance 4 .  For 
four o f the five  comparisons, a greater mean percentage o f the more frequent bigram  
frequency class o f ss than o f the other bigram frequency classes o f ss was constructed.
I l l
Table 18
M ean Percentage o f D irection  Class ss Constructed w ith O ne or 
M ore O th er Stimulus Classes H eld  Constant
Stimulus class D irection  Classes
held constant Positive N e g a tive
C W C  problems
Distance
0 N o  comparisons possible
1
APDILENR (IE ) (El)
1 2 .5 1 0 . 0
(4) 0 )
LOMASETR (O A ) (EA)
5 0 .0 5 2 .1
(4) (14)
M IE D A L N H N o  comparisons possible
B D A ER O M N N o  comparisons possible
AFRILSTE N o  comparisons possible
2
APDILENR ((A I) (IA )
5 6 .4 4 5 .0
( 11 ) (2 )
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LOMASETR
M IE D A L N H










M IE D A L N H
BDAEROMN
Tab le 18 -  co n t'd . 




N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
5 6 .4
(11)






4 7 .1  
(7)
(EA)
5 0 .0  
(15)
(A I)
4 7 .1  
(7)
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N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 








W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 








W E H T N G IA















W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
4
W E H T N G IA
Table 18 -  cont'd.
2 3 .8
(4)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 




N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible








A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
Distance and Frequency 
0 
1 - 1  
1-2
1 -3
1 -4  
W E H T N G IA  
A P O S D C IL  
TORSECPA 
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN EI
2-1 
2 -2
Table 18 -  cont'd .
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(GR) (BR, DR, PR)
7 3 .3  3 6 .7
(3) (9)
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible . 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(G R) (PR)
7 3 .3  1 0 .0
(3) (1)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 




W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB





Table 18 -  co n t'd . 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 




N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 




N o te . — The number o f ss which comprise a class is given below the mean perceptage  
o f ss constructed from the class.
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Table 19
Mean Percentage of Frequency Class ss Constructed with One or More
O ther Stimulus Classes Held Constant
Stimulus class F r e q u e n c y c l a s s e s
held  constant 1 2 3 4
C W C  problems
Distance
0 N o  comparisons possible
1
APDILENR (IE) (ED
1 3 .3 1 0 . 0
(4) (D
LOMASETR (EA) (O A )
5 2 .1 5 0 .0
(14) (4)
M IE D A L N H N o  comparisons possible
BD A ER O M N N o  comparisons possible
AFRILSTE N o  comparisons possible
2
A PDILENR (A l) (IA )
55  5 5 .5 3 7 .5
( 11) (2 )
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LOMASETR
M IE D A L N H





M IE D A L N H








Table 19 -  cont'd.




N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(A l) (IE )
5 5 .0  1 2 .5
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(A I) (IE )






LO M A S ETR 
M IE D A L N H
B D A ER O M N
AFRILSTE
N e g a tiv e
APD ILENR
LO M AS ETR 
M IE D A L N H  
B D A E R O M N
AFRILSTE
Distance and directions
Table 19 -  cont'd.
N o  comparisons possible
(EA) (IE )
6 3 ,3  3 0 .0  7 5 .0
N o  comparisons possible
(A I) (IE )
5 5 .0  1 2 .5
(5) (3 )
(EA) (E l, IA )
5 0 .0  3 0 .0
(14) (5)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(EA) (O A ,O E )
6 2 .7  4 6 .7
(6)
(EA) (IA )
4 8 .3  1 5 .0
(12) (2 )
No comparisons possible




W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL  
TORS EC PA 
IGARDPEB  
A R H C TN E I
1
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN EI
2
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
CC problems
(TH) (G N )
6 0 .0  2 5 .0
(4) (2)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(TR) (SC)
7 0 .0  3 0 .0
0 ) (2)
N o  comparisons possible 











D irection  
Posit! ve
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB
A R H C TN E I
N e g a tiv e  
■ W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL
Table 19 -  cont'd.
(ST) (CR,SP)
6 5 .0  2 3 .3
(3) (6)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
(SC,S-P)
7 0 .0  2 4 .2
(G N ,T W )
60 .0  33 .8




A R H C TN E I
Distance and D irection  
0-P ositive  
0 -N e g a tiv e  
W E H T N G IA
A P O S D C IL  
TORSECPA  
IGARDPEB  
A R H C TN EI 
1 -Positive  
W E H T N G IA  
A P O S D C IL
Table 19 -  cont'd.
(ST) (CR)
6 5 .0  2 5 .0
(3) (2)
N o  comparisons possible
(TH ) (C H )
6 3 .3  6 0 .0
(3) - (4 )
N o  comparisons possible
(T W .G N )
6 0 .0  3 3 .8
(4 ) (4)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 





A R H C TN E I 
1 -N e g a tiv e
2 -Positive
2 -N e g a tiv e  
W E H T N G IA  
A P O S D C IL  
TORSECPA
IGARDPEB






Table 19 -  cont'd.
(TR) (SC)
7 0 .0  3 0 .0
(1) (2)
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible 
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible
N o  comparisons possible
(ST) (CR)
6 5 .0  2 5 .0
(3) (2)
N o te . — The number of ss which comprise a class is given below the mean percentage  
f ss constructed from the class.
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Six comparisons were made w ith  the data to the C V V C  problems a fte r d irection  had 
been held constant. (See Table 1 9 °) First only the solutions w ith  bigrams classi­
fie d  as positive in d irection  were eva lu a ted . Subsequently the ss w ith bigrams 
classified as being negative in d irection  were exam ined. For five  o f the com pari­
sons, a greater mean percentage of the more frequent bigram frequency class of ss 
than of the rem aining bigram frequency class o f ss was constructed. N o comparisons 
were possible w ith the ss to the C W C  problems a fte r both the distance and d irection  
o f the vowel bigrams had been held constant. - W ith  this bigram frequency dimension, 
three comparisons w ith  the data to the CC problems were then made a fte r  distance 
again  had been held constant. Solutions w ith  distance 0 were compared and then 
those w ith distance T. Solutions w ith distance 2 bigrams were then considered.
Tab le  19 indicates that no comparisons were possible w ith bigram distances o f 3 , 4 ,
5 or 6 .  Four other comparisons were then made a fte r d irection  had been held  
constant (comparisons made first w ith  ss contain ing positive d irection bigram s/ 
fo llow ed  by comparisons w ith  ss contain ing negative d irection  bigrams) and three 
a fte r both distance and d irection  again  had been held constant. W ith  each o f these 
ten , it  was found that a greater mean percentage o f the more frequent bigram fre ­
quency class o f ss than o f the other bigram frequency class o f ss was constructed.
(See Table 1 9 .)
A P P E N D IX  E 
Summary of the M ajor Results o f Studies 1 -  4
Study 1
The study attem pted to determ ine i f  Ss not sp e c ific a lly  instructed to work w ith  
a p articu lar task-specific  strategy could learn to use if  by working on each of five  
m ultip le -so lu tlon  anagrams, in which many specific  solutions could be constructed 
using this strategy (C V V C  or C C ) ,  Ss took part in Study 1 in small groups. Each 
S, how ever, worked in d iv id u a lly  in solving the problems.
Analysis of results ind icated  that almost a ll the solutions specific to the 
strategies being studied (ss) were constructed by one or more Ss. However, a mean 
number o f less than ha lf the possible ss was constructed to each problem . There was 
no consistent increase w ith practice in the number of ss produced. Inspection of 
the worksheets suggested that the ss constructed were often simply solutions construc­
ted in c id e n ta lly  during Ŝ s use o f such response patterns or strategies as rhyming, and 
m aking le tter substitutions and d irectional movements.
Study 2 .
The experim ent attem pted to determine i f  the number o f ss produced by Ss 
instructed to use a task-specific  strategy (C V V C  or C C ) and reinforced for its succes­
sful use would increase on successive problems. Ss worked in d iv id u a lly  in small 
groups,
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The results showed that almost a ll o f  the possible ss were constructed by one 
or more Ss and that the mean number o f ss per problem was greater than in Study 1 .
It was also found that a mean of less than h a lf o f the possible ss was constructed to 
each problem and that no systematic change w ith practice was found in the number 
o f ss constructed.
A dd itiona l d a ta , regarding strategies used and errors made, were also o b ta in e d  
suggesting several questions that should be further exp lored .
Study 3
The experim ent investigated whether even Ss presented w ith an incen tive  for 
performing w ell would adopt and use e ff ic ie n tly  an e ffe c tiv e  strategy ca lled  to their 
a tte n tio n . Ss again worked in d iv id u a lly , but partic ip ated  In the study in small groups.
Analysis o f the data ind icated  that there was a s ta tis tica lly  s ign ifican t increase 
in the number of ss constructed with one (C V V C ) of the two strategies suggested to 
the Ss.
Study 4
Study 4  attem pted to determine if  conditions could be found under which in d iv i­
d u a lly -ru n  Ss would construct increasing numbers o f ss w ith practice in using the more 
d iff ic u lt  CC s tra tegy. It was found that a ll Ss showed a great increase w ith practice  
in the number o f ss produced. The results approached statistical s ig n ifican ce .
Evidence from S reports and performance also suggested some reasons for the 
poor performance shown by Ss presented w ith the C C  strategy and the absence of a 
practice e ffec t in the previous studies.
